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Chapter I

INTRODUCTTON

This thesis is a study of Engrish canadian raciar images of
French canada during the Great war period, a time of intense

crisis in the history of Engrish-French relations. r have

arso examined certain broader issues from the 1890s to
1910s, a time in which both the generar question of Engrish-
French relations and the resurgence of the bilinguar schools

controversy led up to the war-time debate over conscription.
English Canadian popular attitudes toward French Canada were

not so much based on their observations of French canadian

society, but on certain beliefs that Engrish canadians had

about French canadian rife and culture. These beriefs
emerged most clearly in Engrish canadian popular and schol-
arly opinion about the biringual schoors and conscription
crises of 1 91 5- 1917 .

As s. F. wise and David potter have indicated, the atti-
tudes of one nation or peopre towards another have less to
do with the rearity of the nation being observed, and more

to do with the values and attitudes important to those doing

the observing. l English canadian observations of French can-

I S. F. Wise demonstraÈes this phenomenon in his article,
"The Annexation Movement and rts Effect on canadian opin-
ion, 1837-67r" in S. F. Wise and Robert Craig Brown, eäs.,
Çan?da Viewç the Ugited States: Nineteenth-Centurv polit-
ical Attitudes, (Toronto: uacm@ canada

1-
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ada during the 1 91 0's reflected English Canadian beliefs
about the nature of Canadian society, about the cultural
composition of the wartime Canadian nation, and about the

position of French Canadians within Canadian society and

politics during this time. In many ways, these attitudes
represent the attempts in English Canada to adjust to the

circumstances of the war period, and to define both a clear
national direction and a nerr relationship to the British
empire. They also include a fixed image of French Canada

based on prior beliefs and conceptions about French Canadian

character, and abouÈ what made that "character".

English Canadian popular attitudes towards French Canada

srere as varied as the political beliefs of the war period,

and were at least as distinct as the number of sources from

which this study is drawn. But if there nas a common fea-

ture to the English Canadian response to French Canada, it
was the conception that French Canadians were racially dif-
ferent from the rest of Canada, and that French Canadians

presented a special problem to Canadian unity. French Cana-

dians yJere described as a "racer" and certain behaviours and

attitudes were attributed to their racial origin and to the

peculiarities seen by English Canadians in their culture.
The concept of "race" itself was never clearly defined.

However, the term "race" was used by English Canadians to

Limited, 19671. David M. Potter reiterates this point in
"Canadian Views of the United States as a Reflex of Cana-
dian Va1ues: A Commentatyr" in Wise and Brown, eds., Can-
ada Views the United States, 121-22.
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describe the characteristics of peoples. while rooted in a

biorogicar concept of different curtures, the term became,

by war's end, a synonym for sociar and curÈural characteris-
tics. This thesis is an examination of the changing con-

cepts of the French canadian "racer" and of the varying ways

in which these concepts srere expressed in Engrish canadian

popurar opinion. rn particurar, this study concerns English
canadian riterate opinion, based on periodicals, articles
and books referring directly to the "French-canadian" ques-

tion and the French canadian "race". r have examined the

ways in which literate pubric opinion reacted to the "prob-
1em of Quebec" in the bilinguar schoors and conscription
crises. Engrish canadians in late nineteenth and earry
twentieth century canada used the word "race" to describe

both the biological and cultural characteristics of French

canadians. Rather than qualify the term "race" with italics
throughout the thesis, r have let the earry twentieth centu-
ry idion stand throughout.

The rest of this introduction will review the perspec-

tives on which this study is based and survey rerevant
sources in canadian historiography that have examined Eng-

rish canadian attitudes towards French canada. Racer âs a
broadly defined concêpt, has received attention in canadian,

American and British historiography, generalry in defining
attitudes towards nonwhite groups. r have attempted to



define the ways in which English canadians perceived French

canadians within the context of prevalent raciar theory con-

cerning the origins and environmental modifications seen as

affecting the development of French canadians. The ideas

surrounding the French canadian "racer" and how that race

adapted to a predorninantly Engrish canadian environment,
formed a distinct part of Engrish canadian beliefs about

French canada during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centur ies .

The argument in this study is patterned after the inter-
action between racial images and prevairing ideologies and

beliefs presented in George M. Fredrickson's The Black

rmaoe in the whitê Mind: The Debate on Af ro-American qhar--

acter and Destinv, 1817-1914.2 Fredrickson examined the
interpray of raciar images and sociar and ideologicar cur-
rents, providing not only a study of the image but the
political apprications of the image as well. Fredrickson
did not produce a history of an idear âs did rhomas Gossett

in Race: The Historv of An rdea in America, but a history
of ideas in action.3 Fredrickson traced the raciar image of
the brack American from the colonial period to world war r,
believing that that image retained a certain constancy over

George M. Fredrickson, The Black rmaqe in the white Mind:
þ_ ?gÞEt.. on Af ro;American Character 

-a-nd.--E ,1817-1914, (New voix: narper e RõmETlsheiil 19ffi_'
Fredrickson, Black Imaoe in the White Mind, preface; Thom-
as F. Gossett-, Race: TÞe HisÈorv of An ldea in Àmerica,(oarras: southern MerhoãEt unG?slEv-Frd i9'zõ]l pas.-
s im.
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time. This study has not been able to cover the range of
Fredrickson's work, but r have attempted to discuss both the

interaction between the English canadian idea of the French

Canadian "race" and important changes that emerged.

Rather than having focused on an Engrish canadian berief
in the racial inferiority of the French canadian, this study

has concentrated on the ways in which French canada v¡as per-
ceived as racially and culturarry distinct from both Engrish

canada and from the English-speaking worrd, including the

British Empire and the united states. The berief that
French canadians were a curturally and biorogicalry distinct
outpost in an English sea did not have its origins in the

war period, but y¡as evident in at least the 1gg0's, if not

before.a This image of French canada had many imprications.
some Engrish-speaking canadians feared that the effects of
isolation made French canadians susceptibre to sociar and

poritical behaviour that would disrupt the Dominion. others
did not agree that French canadians represented a potential
threat to canadian stabilityr yet held that French canadian

isorationism ran counter to canadian national interests. on

the whole, Engrish canadians perceived French canadians in a

fashion that had appeared in the 1980's, and they continued

to do so well into and after the war years.

a Carl Berger, The Sense of Power:
Canadian Imperialism, 1867-1914,
ToronÈo Press, 1970) , chapter 5,
128-54.

Studies in the ldea of(roñ-nEF -unlGrffi F
"The Canadian Character, "
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The subject of the Engrish-French tensions surrounding

the conscription and bilinguar schools issues has been the

focus of severar important studies. As yetr Do study of
popurar opinion in Engrish canada towards either French can-

ada as sucht ot the subject of race relations, has been

written. The historiography of anthroporogy, folkrore and

race in Engrish canada does not generalry consider the

imprications of race theory for French canada, but provides

a general context for the study of racial attitudes in Eng-

lish canadian anthropology in the nineteenth century. Bruce

G. Trigger emphasizes that by the late victorian period,
important figures in Engrish canadian anthroporogy rejected
hypotheses of biorogicar determinism, in favour of a berief
in the mutability and capacity for fusion of alr groups in
canada into a single canadian nationarity.s Dougtas cole, in
his brief survey of English canadian anthropology, mentions

the deveropment of studies in French canadia folklore r âs

werl as the efforts of Benjamin sulte to describe the demo-

graphic origins of French canadians.6 carl Berger's science,

God aFd N?ture in victorian canada discusses the importance

of natural history in English canadian thinking about racial
origins and developmenÈ. Berger argues that English canadi-

an anthroporogists subscribed to theories concerning the

s Bruce G. Trigger, Nqtives and Newcomers:
A.æ." Reconsidered, (t<ingston and l¡ontreal:
University Press, 1985), 39-44, "Victorian
Canada".

t 99lg1qs _Cole, "The Origins of Canadian Anthropology,
1950-1910," Journal of Canadian Studies, B, 33 tlgZgl i
33-45.

Canada's "Heroic
McGi I1-Queen' s

Ànthropology in
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adaptability of the different "races" of man, and sought

evidence of a "single human community" whire maintaining

that not arl groups had evolved in the same direction.T Many

of the ideas about the origins of the Engrish and French

Canadian "races" can be described in this Iight.

The most comprehensive works of Engrish canadian atti-
tudes towards French canada present the debate in worrd war

r as a "confrict of nationalisms," in which Engrish-French

relations are seen as a probrem of differing nationalist
approaches to Canadian participation in the war. This per-
spective is offered in craig Brown and Ramsay cook's synthe-

sis of Canadian history between 1 896 and 1921 , which

incrudes a chapter on the "clash of nationarisms" of the
1916 and 1917 period.s

simirarly, the first study of the conscription crisis in
canada, Elizabeth Armstrong' s &. crisis of ouebec , charac-

Èerizes the French canadian response to conscription in
terms of Quebec's "passive nationalism. " This yras an

inwardry directed, cultural insurarity that prevented French

canadians from subscribing wholeheartedly to the English

canadian nationarism that organized around the war effort.
Armstrong appears to have continued to perceive French cana-

dians as insular and as defending their culturar interests

Carl Berger, Science, God and Nature in Victorian Canada,(Toronto: unÏFsity oF-roronto press, 1W 

-'Robert Craig Brown and Ramsay Cook, Canada 1896-1921: ÀNation Transf ormed, (Toronto: I'tcclerrand and sterrart Lim]
Itea, I ryh-apter 13 , "The ctash of Nationuiisms;' , 26s.



against English Canadian

according to Armstrong,

her salvation in her orrn

General studies about English Canadian attitudes towards

Quebec are Iess well represented. Some Canadian historians
have already commented on the general propensity of English

Canadians between 1880 and 1920 to view French Canada in
picturesque terms that emphasized the "traditional, retro-
gressive features" of Quebec.lo This theme is best developed

in Carl Berger's study of the imperial federationists, The

Sense of Power, in which he presents the English Canadian

romantic view of French Canada held during the Victorian
years. l 1 Berger finds a dual representation of French Cana-

dians in the thinking of imperiat federationists. To some,

French Canadians represented a counterpoint to English Cana-

dian society, as a source of traditional and rural values,

and as a classically and culturally oriented race which

could offset the materialisrn and acquisitiveness attributed
to the British race. Thus political scientist John George

Bourinot saw the spirit of the Ðominion as ideally uniting

I
wartime aims. AlI Quebec wanted,

vlas "to be lef t alone to work ouÈ

part icular lrãy. r'e

s ElizabeÈh Arnstrong, The Crisis of Ouebec,
McClelland and Stewart Limited, 1974), 243.

lo CarI Berger, The Writinq of Canadian Historv: Àspects of
Enqlish-Canadian Historical Writinq Since 1900, 2d ed.,(Toronto: university of toronÈo ÞiesEJ986J;18. This
tendency has also been noted in M. Brook Taylor, Promot-
Qrs, PaÇriots and Partisans: Historioqraphy of Nine-
teenth-Centurv Enqlish Canada, (foronÈo: University of
Toronto Press, 1989), chapter 3, "The Anomaly of Quebec."

I I CarI Berger, The Sense of Power, chapter 5, "The Canadian
Character," 128-54.

(Toronto:
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the curture and refinement that he perceived in French cana-

dians and the spirit of progress which characterized the

British canadian "race". others, like poriticians D'Alton
Mccarthy and clarke walrace, viewed French canada as danger-

ously backward and isorated, and sought to confine their
poritical and geographical movement to the province of eue-

bec. Berger's portrait probabry provides the crearest
statement about the idea of French canada in the Engrish

Canadian mind.

Much of Berger's research is reiterated and developed in
The writinq of canadian Historv, where he depicts a tradi-
tion of English canadian history which emphasized the rurar
and retrogressive features of French canada.l2 Berger in
particular focuses on the writings of George M. wrong, a

historian of New France and a commentator on English-French

relations in canada. Berger suggests that wrong represented

an earry twentieth century position that endeavoured to rec-
oncile the differences between English and French canadians,

and that encouraged English canadians to try to understand

their French canadian neighbours in order to better get

arong with then as a race.13 Àt the same time, this tradi-
tion emphasized the rural and simpre values perceived in
French canada; wrong perceived French canadians as a count-
erpoint to the aggressive materiarism of English canada, and

varued the simpricity of French canadian life accordingly.

12 Berger, Writinq of Canadian Historv, 18.

rbid., 17.13
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The habitant was perceived as the heart and soul of ord eue-
bec, and wrong held a genuinely appreciative, if sometimes

patronizing, perspective of the French canadian rurar inhab-
i tant .

Berger's anaryses are suppremented by R. G. Moyres and

Doug owram's study of the French canadian image in the Brit-
ish press, and by Brook Tayror's depiction of the nine-
teenth-century English canadian historicar narrative. r a

According to Moyles and owram, the British image of French

canada emphasized traditionar and picturesque erements,
often to the detriment of the realities of commercial and

financiar development in French canada. The authors berieve
that in spite of the misrepresentation, the portrayar of
French canada in the nritish press provided an erement of
psychologicar security in a period of upheavar. The reari-
ties of French canadian social and economic development were

obscured by the image of French canadian society as an out-
post of rural simpricityr âh image which provided a sense of
stability to British canadians in a period of economic

change. rn his interpretation of English canadian histori-
ography, Taylor simirarry points out that a "quasi-feudal
society rured by miritary discipline and inhibited by the
Roman catholic church" was a common stereotype of euebec in

14 l. 9: Moy1es ald.Dgug-Owram, Imperial Dreams and Colonial
æ: Eritish views ot eãñãEa, lEEGjElã, (ñronro:
university of 

- 
Toronto piess, í9EEI; õapter 5-- ,r , Quaint

Quebec' : British Views of French Canada, " ill-ll+; M.
Brook Tayror, Promoters, patriots and partisans, g4-i15.
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the writings of English Canadian historians. l s

The broad social and intellect.ual impact of the First
World !.lar has captivaÈed historians. But here, too, the

focus is on emerging patriotism and naÈionarism within Eng-

lish canada. Major studies include a chapter, "The Ideology

of Servicer" in John English's The Decline of politics.l6

rmportant articres which discuss the English canadian patri-
otic response to the war, and the development of Engrish

canadian nationarism, include works by R. Matthew Bray and

Brian cameron. lT cameron's study of the Engrish canadian

leaders of the Bonne Entente movement examines ontario busi-
nessman John Godfrey's beliefs about French canada and his
endeavours to win French canadians over to conscription as

being in their oyrn best interests.l s J. M. Btiss has written
about the impact of nar on the canadian Methodist church,

while David Marshatr has modified the picture of the general

response among Methodists by studying the attitudes of sor-

1s Taylor, Promoters, Patriots and partisans, 86.
I 6 JoÞn Fngfish, The Decline of politicsi The Conservatives

and the Partv Svqtem. 1901-20, (Toronto: Uñitetsjty of
Toronto Press, 1977), chapter 5, "The ldeology of Ser-
vice," 106-122.

17 R. Matthew Bray, "'Fighting as an À11y': The English-
Canadian-Response to the Great l{arr" Canadian Histõrical
Review. 61 . 2 (1980). 141-168: and "À conf liet ãT-TãTT."'-Review, 61,2 (1980), 141-168; and "A ConTlfct of Hation-
alisms: The I{in the War and National Unity Convention,
1917 ," . Journal of Canadian Studies, 1 5, 4 (Winter

Brian Cameron's "The Bonne Entente Movement 1916-1917:
From-Cooperation to Conscriptionr" Journal of Canadian
Studies, 13, 2 (Summer 1978): 42-55.

18 Cameron, "The Bonne Entente Movement, 1916-1g17."

'- -'r :=:_ _-.-.:.:- ::.:-, ,v, - \'r¿¡¡ee!1980-81), 18-30. rtre lattei-ãrtfãte is á response to

( 1 980 ) , 141-1 68; and 'i¡ 6Ïffi
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diers at the front.ls The articles by Bliss and Marshall

represent a general survey of the idealism, moralism and

patriotism that sharpened much of English Canadian national-
ism at the height of Canadian participation in the war.

The denominational schools controversies in this country

have received considerable attention, but popular attitudes
held toward French Canadians during the schools crises have

not been studied. The politics of the bilingual schools

controversies in Ontario and Manitoba in particular have

been the focus of some important studies. Mari'lyn Barber's

essay on the Ontario bilingual schools issue includes a dis-
cussion of the response among Ontario Orangemen to the

French Canadian national offensive, and examines the Irish
Catholic opposition to French Catholicism led by Bishop FaI-

lon. The essays on Èhe schools question in Ontario empha-

size the English Canadian patriotic response to the war and

the impact of Ànglo-Saxon opinion in understanding the poli-

tics of French-English relations.2o Similarly, W. L. Morton

1s J. M. Bliss, "The Methodist Church and World War
adian Historical Review, 49, 3 (September 1968)
and David B. Marshall,
eration of the Methodist Church and World !{ar I,
an Historical Review, 66, 1 (1985), 48-64.

20 Marilyn Barber, "The Ontario Bilingual Schools Issue,"
reprinted in l,tinorities, Schools and PoliÈics, eds. Ram-
say Cook, Craig Brown and Cari. Berger, (Toronto: Univer-
sity of Toronto Press, 19691, 63-84; and Margaret Prang,
"Clerics, Politicians, and the BiIingual Schools Issue in
Ontario, 1910-191'l r" reprinted in Minorities, Schools and
Politics, 85-111. For a brief survey of the bilingual
schools issue in Canada, see Robert M. Stamp, Education
and the Economic and SociaI MiIieu: The Enqlish-Canadian
Scene from the 1870's to 1914r" in J. Donald Wilson, Rob-
ert M. Stamp and Louis-Philippe Àudet, Canadian Educa-

¡¡¿ÞLVl ¿9q¡ ¡\gY¿gW t =J t J \gg!,Uç¡¡avg! t JVV t ,ffisÉãF'iMetÉodism Embattled: A

r," çgn-
21 3-2331'

Recons id-
" ^anadi-
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has unravelled the Manitoba PubIic Schoo1 Act of 1916 in

"Manitoba Schools and Canadian Nationality, 1890-1923."21

But these essays have not studied popular attitudes held

toward French Canadians as such.

There are also a few related studies about English-French

relations, mosÈIy about gritish Protestant extremism and the

issue of Roman Catholic Quebec. J. R. Mil1er has explored

the persistence of anti-Catholicism in an article, "Ànti-Ca-

tholicism in Victorian Canada", and in a book on of the

Equal Rights Association.22 A. f. Silver, on the other hand,

suggests that public opinion regarding French Canadians was

conditioned by inaccurate media information, and that Eng-

lish Canadians in Ontario did not hold any untoward racial
or religious prejudices against their French Canadian count-

erparts.23 It appears that religious antagonism constituted
an important part of English-French tensions, but $ras not

always a significant factor in English Canadian attitudes
toward Quebec. British Protestant extremism appears to have

tion: À Historv, (Scarborough:
Lrd.-, l9tffi-313.

21 W. L. Morton, "Manitoba Schools and Canadian NaÈionality,
1890-1923r" reprinted in Minorities, Schools and PoIi-
tics, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969),
10-18.

J. R. Mi11er, "Anti-Catho1ic Thought in Victorian Cana-
dar" Canadian Historical Review, 66, 4 (1985), 474-494.
See also Miller, Equal Riqhts: The Jesuits' Estates Act
Controversy, (Montreal : McGill-Queen' s University Press,
1979, .

À. I. Silver, "Ontario's Alleged Fanaticism in the Riel
Affair," Canadian Historical Review 69, 1 (uarch 1988):
21 -50 .

22

23

Prentice-Hall of Canada,
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been a separate issue to the Quebec response, and the rela-
tionship between Protestant extremists and the centre of

British Canadian culture appears to have been complex and

not necessarily cordial.

The sources employed in this study have been selected to
provide a broad sampling of English Canadian public discus-

sion, and how reflective writers responded to the problem of

the French Canadian people in both the schools and the con-

scription crises. These two issues yield considerable

information about the images of Quebec in English Canadian

magazines and books. The sources selected cover a broad

range of political opinions, special interests and denomina-

tions, and have been selected on the basis of availability
in local archives and libraries, or through interlibrary
loan. The sources illustrate a wide variety of sources, and

cannot be said to be representative of all classes of opin-
ion. Daily nevrspapers have been excluded as sources of pop-

ular opinion. Instead, the sources selected represent the

"writings of the Iiterate minority" described by Christine
BoIt in Victorian Attitudes to Race.2a The journals and

authors n*.r*"a 
"rt,"rrtt;t;inion 

of middle ctass

and upper middle class Canadian readership. They are the

writings of a literate few, and represent what this group

"thought and believed their contemporari.s to feel."25

24 Christine Bo1È, Victorian Attitudes to
Routledge and Kegan PauI, 1971), xiii.
r bid.25

Race, (London:
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The following table (fable 1) Iists the name, circulation
and classification of the periodicals consulted for this
study. Both figures and classifications have been provided

by The Canadian Newspaper Directorv, tenth edition, 1917.26

Where indicated, circulation figures have been rounded off
by The Canadian Newspaper Directorv to the nearest 250. Not

all sources in this table have been referred to in this the-
sis, since some contained virtually no discussion of the

specific image of French Canadians. However, each of these

sources has been examined for evidence of English-Canadian

attitudes towards Quebec, and therefore have been mentioned

here.

This thesis wiIl proceed by first examining how Victorian
hypotheses of racial origins and environmental modification
influenced English Canadian thinking about the French Cana-

dian "racer" and the relationship perceived between the Eng-

Iish and. French Canadian groups. Subsequent chapters

describe the image of French Canada in journals and scholar-
ly writings, and focus on French Canada as seen in the bil-
ingual schools and conscription controversies.

Chapters two, three and four describe not only general

assumptions about the French Canadian "racer" but show how

differing political attitudes incorporated these assumptions

as weII. the second chapter deals with the resurgence of

26 The Canadian Newspaper Directorv, (MontreaI and Toronto:
A. McKim, Limited, 19171; reprint, McKim's Directorv of
Canadian Publications, (Toronto: McLaren Micropublish-Inffig).
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Class and Circulation of

Periodical

Canadian Baptist
( roronto )

Canadian Church-
man (toronto)

Canadian Mag*
azine (roronto)

Christian Guard-
ian (Toronto)

Farmers' Advocate
and Home Review
(london )

Farmers' Àdvocate
and Home Review
(winn ipeg )

Grain Growers'
Guide (winnipeg)

Industrial Canada
( roronto )

Maclean's Mag-
azine (Toronto)

Monetary Times
( Toronto )

Northwest Review
(winnipeg )

Presbyter ian T^Ii t-
ness (uatifax)

Queen's Quarterly(ttingston )

Saturday Night
(toronto )

Sent inel

Class

Religious
(naptist)

Religious
(Church of england)

L i terary

Religious
(uettrodi st )

Agricultural and
rural

Periodicals, 1917

1917

15

6 1250

3 ,750

1 9,500

21,500

29 ,37 0

Agricultural and
rural

Agricultural and
rural
Trade and manu-
factur ing

L i terary

Financ ia1,
lnsurance

Religious
(Roman Catholic)

Religious
( Presbyterian )

University

Literary,
soc i ety

Protestant,

(est. )

(est. )

(est. )

( est. )

32r031 (est.)

33 ,557

3 ,750

32 r750

5r500

9r500

6,680

750

30 ,500

22,018

(est. )

(est. )

( est. )

(est.)

( est. )

(est.)



( roronto )

University laag-
azine (uontreal )

Western Home
Monthly (winnipeg)

Westmins Eer /
Presbyterian and
Westminster
(Toronto )

brotherhood

Literary,
pol i t ical
Domest ic ,
I i terary
Religious
( Presbyter ian )

the bilinguar schools issue in 1916. chapter three examines

the conscription crisis and the reasons presented by English
canadians for the low revels of recruitment in euebec.

chapter four continues this Èheme by examining Engrish cana-

dian sorutions to the "probrem of euebecr" and some of the

reasons why French canadians bore the brunt of much Engrish

canadian "resentment". The epirogue briefry describes a

postwar attempt by Engrish canadians to modify naÈionalist
attitudes toward French canadians, and offers concrusions

regarding the difficulty English canadians had in perceiving

a role for French canadians in a united canada in 1916-1917.

2,000 (est. )

40,000 (est. )

1 2,000 (est. )

17



' Chapter I I

RÀCE THEORY ÀND FRENCH CANADA

The nineteenth century saw the development of race theories
and characterizations in the Engrish-speaking worrdr âs werl

as the development of "pseudo-scientific" racial typorogies
which claimed to have the sanction of science. English can-

ada v¡as no exception. rn particurar, the raciar attitudes
of the British empire filtered into canada, lrere modified to
suit the canadian environment, and contributed to the way

English canadians depicted not onry themserves, but the
French canadian province within their midst. English cana-

dian raciar hypotheses and prognostications racked the for-
mal varidity of scientific hypotheses. The concept of race

itself was never clearry defined, and varied from an under-

standing of inherited biological characteristics to studies
of changing and evolving cultures.

christine BolÈ has pointed out the imprecise definition
of the term "racer" which tended to veer between biologicat
and culturar characteristics of different groups.27 Joseph

Levitt states that in Engrish canadian thought, the term

"race" commonly incorporated curture rather than biological
characteristics, arthough there was some avrareness that
biological characteristics were transmitted to members of a

27 Christine Bolt, Victorian Attitudes to Race, 206.

18
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certain racial stock.28 Àndre siegfried, the French politi-
car scientist who studied Engrish-French rerations in cana-

da, also employed the term "racer" using its cultural rather
than biorogicar meaning. His book, The Race ouestion in
canada, included a section about the "psychorogicar forma-

tion of the two races" that emphasized the importance of the

Roman cathoric church in the formation of the French canadi-

an race.2s Despite the inabirity to define a "race," canadi-

ans persisted in using the term "race" to describe the phys-

ica.r and curturar characteristics of a distinct group or

soc i ety .

rn the case of French canada, the term "race" had more of
a cultural than a biorogical imprication, and was employed

to describe the characteristics and temperament believed to
be inherent to the'French canadian people.3o Nonetheress

2A Joseph Levitt, "Race and Nation in Anglophone Canadian
Historiographyr" Ceneêian Beview of Studies in National-
ism 8, 1 (spring 1981i;2-3. -
Andre Siegfried, The Race Ouestion in Canada, (1907);
edited and with an intiod--tìon þ Frañk- UnderhilÍ(Toronto: McC1elland and Stewart r,imiled), 19G8.

Fredrickson has described a similar phenomenon in Ameri-
can attitudes toward the black populaÈion immediatelypreceding the CiviI War. Using the term "romantiãraciarism" to describe the American experience, Fredrick-
son notes the tendency of Americans to attribute certain
characteristics to a racial group, emphasizing "conceptsof inbred national character and geniuè that could reaãi-
Iy be transmuted into concepts of 'racial' superiority."
Fredrickson points out that this romantic raciãlism haã aparalle1 in scientific thinking during the same period(rhe Plack rmaqe in the white t'tind, 97t- . Fredric-kson's
definition of "romantic raciarismä has parartels with the
English Canadian racial definítion of French Canada
between 1880 and 1914.

29

30
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there was a notable biological cast to the nineteenth-centu-

ry discussion of "race" in Canada. For the most part, the

attempt to describe the racial character of French Canada

was impressionistic, with only a very few popular scientific
studies attempting to trace the origins, demographic devel-

opment and linguistic forms peculiar to French Canada. The

general image of French Canada contained several distin-
guishing features, but most significant vtas the emphasis on

the rural, religious and introspective nature of the French

Canadian people of Quebec. 
'

Studies of race tended to be more historical and romantic

in nature, often influenced by histories such as Francis

Parkman's study of New France, and combined thinking about

the interaction of "racial inheritance and social training,
environment and social experience."3l Parkman's influence on

both Canadian and American historians was unparaIleIed, and

through Parkman the romantic influence entered English Cana-

dian histories of New France. His writings about New France

vrere regarded as definitive, and even after historians in

Canada discredited his work on the grounds of his unsympath-

etic portrayal of French Canadians, Parkman's histories of

New France continued to win admiration from historians such

as George Wrong. The idea of progress was central to Park-

man's chronicles, and New France received a sometimes harsh,

sometimes patronizing portrayal as the product of. an absolu-

tist regime. Parkman in fact regarded the conquest of New

3 1 Berger , The Sense of Power , 128.
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France as a liberating factor, since the ¡ritish conquerors

rescued the colony from the absorutism of the French

regime.32 Parkman admired the French coronists for their
pioneering qualities, for the courage and fortitude that
made them, in Parkman's opinion, fine and hardy pioneers.

Their catholicism and the despotism of the French regime,

however, rendered them suspect in parkman's view. Hence

Parkman's description of the New France pioneer vras jaund-

iced by his whiggish distaste for the feudalism of France

and for the Roman Catholic Church.33

I f romantic histories were influential in the 1 BB0's

depiction of French canada by English canadians, anthroporo-
gicar writings and studies based on naturaL history were

equarly important infruences in describing Èhe origins and

characteristics of New France society. "scientific" stud-
ies, the product of amaÈeur anthropologists and professionar

Iiterary and scientific organizations such as the Roya1

Society of Canada, explored the demographic origins and

raciar stock of the French colonists in canada, describing
French canadians of 1880 in terms of the characteristics
seen as imparted to that group through their ancestral
beginnings.

32 W. J. Ecc1es,
Franc is Parkman,
Oxford University

I bid. , 24.33

"The History of New France According to!' in Essays on New France, (Toronto:
Pressr 1987)r 17.
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The conception of the French canadian character was based

on the existing historical and ethnological hypotheses about

the origins of the English and French stock in Canada. Here

a tendency to emphasize the biological distinctiveness of

French and English was often used. Studies which explored

the French Canadian province attempted to explain the devel-

opment of French Canadians first by studying the geographi-

cal and biological origins of the French in Canada, and sec-

ondly by studying the political, religious and environmental

factor= riri"t served as preconditions for the development of

the peculiarities of the French Canadian character. A com-

mon hypothesis was that English and French canadians shared

a simirar raciar origin, and that the pecuriarities of each

stemmed from the intermingling of the characÈeristics of

these and of those tribes that overran Europe prior to the

eleventh century. This hypothesis had implications for the

development of a Canadian national character through the

fusion of the English and French racesr ôs reunited on the

North Àmerican continent. Not everyone in English Canada

accepted the "race fusion'r hypothesis, or the belief in the

reunification of the English and French strains in canada.

Competing with this idea was a strain of Anglo-saxonism,

voiced by those who held a firm allegiance to their British
origins, who asserted the superiority of gritish institu-
tions and of the gritish connection, and who feared allowing
the Dominion to be overrun by the ambitions of a French
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nationality.34 However, the "race fusion" hypothesis appears

in much of Èhe ethnorogical and historicar writing of the

late nineteenth century, and was a common hypothesis in Eng-

lish Canadian thinking about racial interaction.

The papers and addresses read before the Royar society of
canadar âo institution conceived to further the progress of
literary and scientific research in canada, provide a good

statement of the "race fusion" hypothesis and the imprica-
tions of race fusion for the development of a canadian

national character. The Royal society housed members of the
canadian scientific and interlectual elite, the first such

nationar society of its kind. The origins and characteris-
tics of both Engrish and French canadians proved to be a

significant topic to the socieÈy's members, who drew upon

ethnorogy and history to suggesÈ the possibility of joining
the English and French races into a common canadian nation-
ality.

one of the crearest statements about the origins of Eng-

tish and French canadian "stockr" a term suggesting a bioro-
gicar focus, nas provided in the presidentiar address of
engineer sandford Fleming before the Royal society in 1889.

This address placed the ethnologicar origins of Engrish and

34 Both strains of racial Èhought in English canada have
been considered in Berger, The Sense õf power , 1Zg-47 .
Much of what follows in this chapté-is a restatement ofthe concepts articulated by Berger, with a closer exami-nation of Èhe characteristics seen as pecuriar to French
canadians, and a restatement of the poriticar imprica-
tions of these approaches to the French canadian charac-
ter.
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French canadians in the history of the races which had occu-

pied Europe prior to the Roman invasions of Britain and

GauI. Fleming argued that the differences between the Eng-

rish and French races in canada courd not be accounted for
in different racial origins.

In...bringing before our view the national cra-
dles, whence in the succeeding centuries, France
and England have sprungr w€ fail to perceive an
independent ethnological origin on the one part or
the other. The people of both countriesr origi-
nally of a common stock, have been molded in an
important manner by additional elements of great
force. 3 s

Freming believed that the difference in character was caused

by the effects of European tribal warfare and migration, by

the intermingling of various tribes, and by the imposition

of different languages and different political forms by the

conquering tribes on the conquered. Race, in short, was

mutable; any search for strains of racial purity in English

or French Canadian "stock" would be a futile endeavour.

Instead, it was more likely that a long history of migra-

tions and invasions in Europe had substantiaLty alÈered the

purity of the celtic race which had inhabited the territo-
ries of Britain and Gaul, and that the Celtic peoples had

developed the characteristics of the peoples who later
inhabited Britain and GauI through intermingling with the

invading or migrating tribes. The tribes which had overrun

the territories of Gaul, Britain and France possessed dif-

35 Sandf ord. Flerning, address of
and Transactions of the Rovalt, võTl-TTEEÐ-,-xx- -

the President, Proceedinqs
Societv of Canada, series
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ferent characteristics. Fleming proclaimed that the best

qualiÈies of conquering and migrating tribes had been

absorbed and refined in their new territories. It vlas to

the influence of these groups, particularly the Scandinavian

and Roman tribes, that the national dist.inctions between

England and France vrere to be attributed.s6

Fleming subsequently claimed that in modern-day Canada

lay the potential for the reunification or fusion of the

European race which had long been separated by conquest and

migration. As Fleming put it, "the population of Canada

presents the spectacle of two peo¡rles possessing early kin-
ships and affinity of ancestry, subsequently separaÈed for
centuries, again forming a reunion in political and social
Iife."37 He likened the gritish conquest of Canada to the

Norman invasion of England, and suggested that the potential
existed for the fusion of the same variety as that which had

occurred among Èhe Normans and the gritish following the

1066 invasion.3E The Canadian character could only benefit
f rom the best qualiti.es of the English and the French being

brought together, and Fleming foresaw a composite Canadian

character emerging from the union of the two races with com-

mon origins, common histories and common national goals.

Fleming's statement about similar racial origins uniting
English and French groups was shared by many of the English

3 6 Ibid. , xxvi .

37 rbid., xxx.
38 rbid.
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Canadian 1iÈerary and scientific eIite, including George

Wrong and William R. Wood, the two most prominent English

Canadian historians of New France.3e

Despite the common origins of English and French "stockr"
French Canadians were seen as possessing specific cultural
characteristics as a result of their origins in France. The

province of Quebec tras seen as containing a mixed intellec-
tual stratification, consisting of a superior intellectual
strain in the urban centres and the rural provincialism of

the habjl_an-!-. Daniel wilson, in an address read before the

Royal Society, suggested that the difference between the

habitant and the cultivated French Canadian lay in the Euro-

pean origins of the two. It had been determined that French

Canadian migration originated from the provinces of Brittany
and Normandy in France. Wilson connected the French Canadi-

an intellect with a Parisian origin, and suggested that,
through the medium of a more polished version of the French

language than was found among the provincial stock, French

Canadians were "kept en rapport with the Parisian centre of

refinement, and fed from the perennial fount of French Iit-
erature."4o Distinct from this cultivated strain was the

French Canadian habitant, a peasant of the Normandy and

Brittany regions who was "transplanted to 'Ia nouvelle

France' under the old regime." They brought with them "a

39 Berger, The Sense of Power, 131-32.

Daniel WiIson, "Addresses of the President and Vice-Pres-
identr" Proceedinqs and Transactions of the Roya1 Societv
of Canada, series I, vol. 4 (1886), xvi.

40
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provincial patois, embodying elements peculiar to those

scenes of Scandinavian colonization and CeItic institu-
tions." The French Canadian patois continued to evolve on

the North Àmerican continent, a thriving example of the

development of an "unwritten Iocal dialect" comparable to

the original development of the romance languages of

Europe.al Furthermore, the habitant represented the survival
of a European peasantry unaffected in the new world by the

revolutionary upheavals of old France and of Europe, and was

seen as free from the newer radical and progressive politi-
caI forms which characterized the old country.az

The habitant was depicted as constituting the bulk of the

French Canadian population, and as being kept in a provin-
cial and backward state by institutions that perpetuated the

older society in a virtually static form. If French Canadi-

an society evolved, it evolved within itself, rather than

having been altered or modified by contact with the sur-
rounding English forms of government or the English lan-
guage. French Canadian society was therefore depicted as

rural, insular, and unchanging--a feudal remnant in a pro-

gressive Anglo-Saxon world.

It was a matter of contention among scholars whether or

not French Canadians had originated from the province of

Normandy or Brittany, and whether or not they could be said

41 rbid.
42 rbid.
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to have originated from Alpine or CeItic stock. Benjamin

Sulte, historian and civil servant, presented a paper before

the Royal Society that atternpted to lay the matter to rest,
by proving the CeItic origins of French Canadians through

his own genealogical research.a3 By tracing the origins of

French migration to North America, sulte established that
French Canadians had originated from the province of Norman-

dy, and hence vrere of Nordic rather than Alpine stock.44

SuIte distinguished between two Íraves of French immigrants:

those from Brittany, and those from Normandy who comprised

the bulk of French Canadian ancestry. The former came with
the early voyages of Cartier and Roberval between 1535 and

1544, but lacked the physical hardiness to survive in the

extreme Canadian climate. The latter migrants, arriving
with Samuel de Champlain in the 1600's, vrere able to with-
stand the rigorous conditions of the new land, and were the

ancestors of the French Canadian habitant.as

Sulte emphasized two main characteristics of the

post-1632 setÈlers. First1y, he noted .that most of them had

originated from the: provinces of Perche, Normandy, Maine,

Anjou, Poitou, and the rest of the area immediately sur-
rounding Paris; in short, few came from Brittany or from the

4 3 Ben jamin SulÈe, "Or igins of the French Canadians , " prg.-
cee9inqs and TransaqtionF of the Royal Societv of Canádã,
series rI, vol.11 (1905),95-119.

44 r bid. , 119 .

rbid. , 100.45
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east of France.46 secondly, the peopre who arrived from this
area lrere markedly superior in their ability to adapt to the

new environment, although sulte attributed this adaptability
to the trades and agricultural background of this crass

rather than to their Nordic stock.47

That they were Normans, though, and not Àlpine, $ras abun-

dantly emphasized by surte. surte pointed out that the ran-
guage of rurar French canadians rdas stirr characterized by

the "accent and forms of speech" of their Norman ancestors,
assimirating the linguistic forms of newer immigrants and

other groups.as Furthermore, surte indicated that the region

of France from which the French canadian colonists had

emerged had originally been conquered by Normans, while
Brittany had been inhabited following 500 by the Gau1s. To

surte, this proved conclusivery that French canada was Nor-

man, whether "pure Norman, mixed Saxon and NormêD", or a

mixture of EngIish, Scotch, Itish and English.as

On the less complimentary side of the question of ethno-

logical origin, however, was a body of opinion, articurated
by American Anglo-Saxon ethnologist Madison Grant, which

attempted to prove the Alpine origins of French canadians,

with the attendent physical and mental characteristics of

46 Ibid., 113.

I bid. , 114 .

Ibid., 113.

rbid., 119.

47

48

49
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that "race." Grant arreged that the French canadian varia-
tion of the Arpine race was inferior to the Àngro-saxon and

celtic races. His separation of the European races into
three racial groups, the Nordic, the Alpine, and the Medi-

terranean, formed the basis for his anarysis of the canadian

raciar arignment. This categorization denied the common

ancestry of English and French canadians, grouping English
Canadians with Nordic racial stock and French Canadians with
the Alpine race because of their BritÈanic origins. "The

Doninion," Grant wrote, "isr âs a who1e, handicapped by the
presence of an indigestibre mass of French-canadians, rarge-
ly from Brittany and of Arpine origin."5o He found French

canadians to be physically homery and interrectually inferi-
or, and likened them to the brack slave in the southern

United States. He wrote that
The Quebec Frenchmen wiIl succeed in seriously
impeding the progress of Canada and will succeed
even better in keeping themselves a poor and igno-
rant community of tittle more importance to theworld at large than are the Negroes in the
South. s 1

Formarized statements of French canadian racial inferiority
vrere rare in English canadian writings. Nonetheless, many

popular statements contained the generar impression Èhat

French canadians were poor, unlettered residents of canada,

regarded as somewhat Lower than their English canadian

counterparts.

50 Madison Grant, The
reprint, (Hew York:

r bid.51

Passino of the Great Race,
Arno Press, 1970't, 81.

(1e18);
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Thus the idea of common racial origins between English

and French Canadians did not obscure the environmental fac-
tors that gave Quebec . its distinctive social or cultural
character. The vray Èhe environment modified French Canadian

racial stock stimulated ethnological and genealogical explo-

ration, by both English and French Canadians. This concern

Ied to more specialized efforts to examine the peculiar.
forms of French Canadian linguistics and fo1klore. As welI,
several features of French Canadian society vrere commonly

accepted as defining the peculiarities of French Canadian

culture and society, disÈinguishing and isolating them from

the larger English-speaking world of which they vrere a part.

Students of French Canadian culture agreed that the Roman

Catholic Church was the most important factor preserving the

French Canadian race in a form virtually unchanged from the

race which had been conquered by the gritish in 1760. The

Roman Catholic Church was credited nith preserving the lan-
guage and social traditions of the province of euebec fol-
Iowing the Conquest, and with ensuring that the race did not

become mingled with either the language or the institutions
of English Canada or the United States. Historian George M.

lrlrong, the preeminent scholar of New France, argued that the

pervasiveness of the Roman Catholic Church in rural Quebec

was in part a cause of, and in part a consequence of, the

survival of the French language in Quebec. with the Con-

quest, New France had been removed from the influence of the
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mother country; to ensure survival as $tell as security' the

remaining inhabitants of New France turned to the clergy for

social and political leadership. The influence of the

Church ensured t,hat the rural habitant remained pious and

ignorant of the English-speaking world around him.s2 This

hypothesis was stated in sociological form in 1917 by w. A.

Riddell in a doctoral thesis written at Columbia University,

which regarded the Roman Catholic Church and the social and

political traditions of Quebec as mutually inÈerdependent

and as buttre.ssing each other. 5 3

If the Roman Catholic Church was seen as the single most

significant factor in the perpetuation of French Canadian

cultural forms in North America, it. was followed closely by

the feudal regime which governed New France prior to the

Conquest. Wrong in particular betieved that the corruption

and mismanagement of New France by the old regime in France

retarded the development of democratic and liberal institu-

tions in Quebec. This development, argued wrong, would have

been enhanced by the political liberties and by the press

which flourished under British Iiberal government.sa John

George Bourinot, in his address on Canadian intellectual

52 George M. Wrong, A Canadian Manor and Its Sçiqneulst
(rorõnto: Macmillan Co., 1908)' 177; The FaII of Canada'
(Oxf ord: Clarendon Press, 1914'), 258.

WaIter À. Riddell, The Rise of Ecclesiastical Congrol in
Quebec, in Studies in ftistory, Economics and Public Law,
ããTråculty of PoIitical Science, CoJ-umbia Universitf r
no. 74, (¡¡ei¡ York: Longmans' Green & Co., Àgents, 1917').

glrong, The FaIl of Canada, 85.

53

54
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Iife, iterated this theme, by stating that the inherent
political genius of the French canadians had been suppressed

into dormancy by the poriticar and religious institutions
which had controlled the mass of the French canadian popura-

tion. ss

rf the influence of the ord regime and the Roman cathoric
Church hindered the course of progress in Quebec, what did
emerge was a quaint and picturesgue society where rural sim-

pricity offset the materiarism and gggression of the Àngro-

Saxon world. This image was particularly popular both in
Engrish canada and in the British press.sG euebec vras seen

as a virtually perfectly preserved feudal socieÈy, unpene-

trated by the ¡ritish-born society around it, and in which

language and traditions associated with the rurar peasantry

of France were permitted to evorve in a naturar direction.

Interest in the traditional characteristics of Ouebec

also was reflected in the development of linguistic and eth-
nologicar studies based on French canadian folklore and fork
songs. Historian WiIliam R. Wood was especially fond of

studying the French Canadian language, remarking that forms

of speech survived in Quebec which had long passed from com-

mon usage in the provinces of origin in France. Meanwhile,

ss John George Bourinot, "Our Inte1lectual Strength and
Weakness: a Short Review of Literature, Education and
Art in Canadar" Proceedinqs and Transactions of Èhe Roval
Societv of Canada, series I, vol. 11 (1893)r 1.

56 Berger, The Sense of Power , 144; Moyles and
rial Dreams and Colonial Realities, 87-114.

Owram, Impe-
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under the auspices of c.-Marius Barbeau, a former anthropor-
ogist with the Ethnological survey of canada, studies of
French canadian folk songs and forkrore developed into a

speciarized branch of ethnology, which thrived both in Eng-

lish canada and in the Àmerican Anthroporogicar Àssociation.
As late as 1945, French canadian forklore h'as still being

examined as a source of the history of French canadian

social custom.57

For the most part, the habitant was regarded as both the
centrar figure and the most picturesque feature of the land-
scape of Quebec. The habitant was exprored in both ethnoro-
gy and, more commonly, in the romantic histories written of
the founding of New France, whire the fork curture of the
habitant provided the focus for later exprorations in French

canadian ethnology and ranguage. rn most yrays, the popular
image of French canadians deviated little from the state-
ments provided by university of Toronto historian George M.

wrong, a long-time student and admirer of New France. wrong

wrote about the habitant and the society of New France in a

romantic vein, similar to that of American historian Francis
Parkman. Yet his hisÈories of Ne¡v France colonial society
deviated substantially from those of parkman, in attributing
the causes of the backwardness of New France society not to
cathoricism, but to the feudar regime which governed the

57 C.-Maric.-Marius Barbeau, "The Folkrore Movement in canadar"Journal of American Folklore 56- 219 l.Tanrrarv-M:r¡trJournal of American Folklore 56, 219 (January-March
1943 ) , 166-68
"The Origins of Canadian Anthropotogy, 1E
nal of Canadian Studies, 8, 33 (1973), 43.nal of Canadian Studies, 8, 33 llglg

, 156-58. Barbeau is discussed in Douglas CoIe,
]rigins of Canadian Anthropotogy, 1BS0-1910r" Jourl
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colony prior to the Conguest.sB

Wrong had been partly influenced by Parkman, although

Parkman had been partially discredited by French and English

Canadian historians following the 1880's.5e wrong in partic-
ular followed Parkman, but criticized Parkman for his por-

trayal of the habitant as ignorant, weak and "ineffective as

colonizers."6o Wrong's histories of New France devoted at
least nominal space to the habitant, and one of his volumes,

A Canadian Manor and Its Seioneurs, studied the French Cana-

dian village in some detail. wrong wrote that contemporary

French Canadian society resembled its medieval roots, and he

spoke ofÈen of the insularity of a French Canadian society
which had not adapted to the modern and secular world. In

The FalI of Canada, he wrote that
The few French in North America in 1760 have now
multiplied into nearly three million people, scat-
tered over both Canada and the United States.
Already in 1760 they had developed their own type
of social lifei they have since clung to it with
great tenacity; and to-day it is one of the fac-
tors in the life of Canada which cannot be
ignored.6 r

58 Berger , The I^tr i t inq of Canadian Hi storv , 1 8-20 .

rbid. , 20.

r bid.

Wrong, The Fall of. Canadg., 3. His other important works
about the history of New France include A Canadian Manor
qnd lts Seiqneurê, and The Rise and ralf @(Toronto! Macmillan Co. of Canada, 1928).
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wrong depicted the habitant, the rurar peasant farmer or
virlage dwerlerr âs the typicar resident of French coronial
society. wrong essentially argued that the ord feudal
regime which had governed the New France corony had stunted
the intellectual and political growth of the people. He

appeared to agree with John George Bourinot in stating that
a natural intellectual genius among the French colonists had

been stifled by the feudal regime, and hence poriticar rib-
erty, a press and letters did not flourish except among some

parts of the clergy and the upper crass. Despite this,
wrong did not see the ord regime as a refrection on the
habitant, and particularry admired the "spirit" or character
of the French canadian peasant more than he admired the
habitant's accomprishments or sense of poritical responsi-
bility. He referred several times to the "ignorance" of the
habitant, pointing to the iltiteracy and to the rack of
political education among the French colonists rather than

to an inherent rack of mental aptitude. 6 2 rn poritical
affairs, wrong stated, the habitant had "as yet no shadow of
political liberty. " The habitant was also unrettered. "The

canadians," wrote wrong, "had remained densely ignorant.
The coureurs de bois who ranged the forests, the hardy men

of the axe who creared the ground that they might sow and

reap, had learned much of the cunning of nature, but they
knew nothing of books." wrong remarked that the habitant
had no nevlspapers, nor any literature aside from devotionar.

6 2 wrong, The FalI of Canada , 258.



The only liberty enjoyed by the habitant was

rather than in political affairs.63

DespiÈe a way of rife that kept the habitant ignorant and

unlettered, the habitant possessed an independence of spirit
inherited from his Norman ancestors. wrong appeared to
regard this "spirit" as an inherent feature of the character
of the habitantr âs did Parkman before him.6a The habitant

"was not content to be carred by any name that implied vas-

salage to a feudar lord sometimes as poor as himserf, and he

chose to be known simpry as a habitant [sic], a dwerrer on

the land."65 wrong wrote often of the pioneering spirit
which enabred the French coronists to settle on the North

Àmerican continent, even though this spirit did not encour-

age the systematic tirlage of the land. wrong also remarked

on the habitant's tenacity, especially in retaining his cus-

toms and traditions and his independence. rn some respects,
this tenacity was seen as characteristic of the habitant; in
at least one other context, wrong attributed the endurance

of the habitant's way of life to the infruence of the Roman

cathoric church, which kept the conquered French canadian

from becoming ¡ritish in spirit.66

37

the parish,1n

63 rbid

Ecc1es, "History of New France According to Francis park-
man, u 24.

Wrong, Rise and Fall of New France, 403.

Wrong, À CalraÇian Manor and Its Seioneurs , 177; The FalI
of Canada, 258.
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Like Su1te, Wrong thought the habitant possessed a
remarkable aptitude for colonization. The French settlers

fitted admirably with conditions in the New World.
They took naturally to the life of the forest and
vrere good hunters and good woodsmen. They vrere
not good farmers, in the sense of knowing much
about soils or about the rotation of crops, but
they knew how to wrest a living from mother earth
in the hard conditions of pioneer 1ife.67

The fact of French colonization also illustrated the remark-

able resiliance of the settLers. Wrong thought much less of

the habitant's capacity for productive agricultural activi-
ty, claiming that "some of the most fertile areas in Quebec

have been half ruined because the habitant [sic] would not

Iearn the proper rotation of crops. Of the value of ferti-
lizing he has had only a slight idea."68 The habitant was

not a farmer; he was a rough pioneer.

The rudeness of the habitant further resulted in a colo-
nial society bereft of aesthetic va1ue, unlike the country

from which he had come. The habitant appeared to have lit-
tle in common artistically with his country of origin.

Even when he knows only rude frontier life the
French Canadian often retains something of the
politeness and deference in manner of the nation
from which he springs. But, unlike them, he has
retained little sense of what is artistic. No
thought of beauty of situation seems to deÈermine
his choice of the site for his dwe1ling. What he
has in mind is protection from the prevailing
wind, if this is possible, and, for the rest, con-
venience. 6 9

67 Wrong,

Wrong,

r bid. ,

68

69

The FalI of Canada, 256.

! Canadian Manor and Its Seiqneurs, 180.
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The inf luence of the clergy vlas emphasized by Wrongr GrD

ordained Church of England clergyman hirnself, as central to
the conduct of French Canadian morals and social custom. It
is of note that Wrong followed the example of William Ben-

nett Munro, a Harvard historian and student of New France,

in emphasizing the centrality of the Roman Catholic clergy
to the development of the colony. In so doing, Munro and

Wrong departed from the belief expressed by parkman that the

Catholic clergy had had a detrimental effect on the social
development of New Franc€.70 According to Wrong, the habi-
tant clung to the Roman Catholic Church, and was i-ngrained

with a strict sense of morality by the cure. The Church

seemed to provide a consolation of sorts to a conquered peo-

ple. Wrong believed that by teaching the villagers to value

faith and spiritual values above wealth and power, the

Church enabled French Canadians to retain a sense of superi-
ority over their British conguerors. This sense of superi-
ority prevailed despite the obvious social inferiority of

the vi1lagers.7 1

Furthermore, aII cultural and social life lras seen to
have revolved around the church, including births, marriag-

êsr and deaths. Wrong recorded that the habitant entrusted

7o Adam Shortt, review of W. B. Munro, The Seiqniorial S¡¿E-tem in Canada: A Studv in French Colonial Policv, (new
York : Longmans , Green and Co. , 1907 ) , in Oueen' s OuaE--
terlv, 14, 4 (April 1907), 329-330. See also wrong, À
Canadian Manor and Its Seiqneurs, viii; Rise and Fall of
New France, v.

7 1 rbid., 176.
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the church with his savings, and that "whatever the habitant

Isic] knows of art, painting, sculpture, music, he learns

from the Church and it is all associated with religious
hopes and fears."72 wrong had littte admiration for the

"supe'rnatural" quality of the French Canadians' religion.
He provided the example of Marie Catherine de Saint Augustin

(1632-1668), a woman who claimed to have had visions and

premonitions. Finding this "simple belief" to be more delu-

sional than visionary, he wrote, "it is not strange that the

Canadian peasant dwells in a world charged with the superna-

tural. Night furnishes the opportunity for goblins to be

abroad; the flickering Iights on the marshes are goblin

fires."73 Nor did Wrong believe that this supernaturalism

was confined to the more remote parishes; much of Quebec was

af fected by this sirnple faith.

Wrong's picture of a rough, adaptable peasant society

which revolved around the rural parish was a common image in

the popular portrayal of French Canada. Wrong's historical
portrait of the colonial habitant was simultaneously indis-
tinguishable from his representation of contemporary Quebec.

He felt that French Canadian society had retained its insu-

larity and cohesiveness, and that French Canadians continued

to belong to a social and cultural world far removed from

the English world which surrounded it.

72 rbid., 187.

73 rbid., 198.
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A singular type it is, French in speech, Roman
Catholic in faith, half feudal in organization, in
a land British in allegiance, if not in origin.
Long the determined rival of the Briton in America
the French Canadian, though worsted in the strug-
gle, remains still unconquered in his determina*
tion to live his olrn separate life andd pursue his
olrn separate ideals. 7 a

Engrish canadian popurar opinion rarery deviated from this
depiction either of the French canadian or of French canadi-

an society. But to l.frong, society more fu1ly made people

rather than vice versa.

Sources of opinion differed primarily in the ways in
which they perceived French Canadians as fusable with or

separate from the British canadian randscape. studies such

as Wrong's histories of New France vlere supplemented at var-
ious stages by studies of the ethnological development of

New France. However, aside from the Royal Society's publi-
cations, published ethnological sÈudies were few. The Eth-

nological Survey of Canada, conducted along the lines of the

Ethnological survey of the united Kingdom and discussed in
the annals of the gritish Association for the Advancement of

Science, attempted to study the ethnological development of

French Canada. The Ethnological Survey endeavoured Èo

record the characteristics of European and nonwhite races in
Canada before they lrere altered irrevocably by their envi-
ronment. To Benjamin SuLÈe went the task of the ethnologi-
caI survey of French Canada.Ts

74 Ibid., 174.

7s CoIe, "The Origins of Canadian Anthropology, 1850-1910,"
43.
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Following 1905, the development of a formal study of

French Canadian folklore became an addition to the study of

French Canada. Às a branch of anthropology, folklore stud-

ies focused as well on the rural and traditional society of

French Canada. FoIklore encompassed the subject matter of

"manners and customs, supersÈitions and other traditionsr"
and devetoped a following in Canadian cultural anthropolo-
gy.7 6 The formal study of French Canadian ethnology devel-

oped afÈer 1914 in the form of folklore studiesr âD offshoot
of cultural anthropology that enjoyed a lengthy popularity
in Canada and the United States. Anthropologist C.-Marius

Barbeau specialized in the study of French Canadian folklore
following 1905, and under his direction, folklore studies

became a specialized sub-discipline of anthropotogy that
attracted the interest of English Canadian and Àmerican

fotklorists alike. T 7

Barbeau emphasized the preservation of medieval lore and

melodies in the folksongs of rural French Canadians. Com-

paring French Canadian and Negro folksingers, Barbeau noted

the lack of innovation and composition in the French Canadi-

an folksongs. While preserving almost intact the songs and

melodies of a previous age, Barbeau noted, French Canadians

did not tend to create their olrn medleys. AÈtempts to do so

7 6 Ethnographical Survey
the United Kingdom:
Àppendix I, 'CircuIar
British
s11-12.

77 CoIe, "Origins of Canadian Anthropology," 43.

Association for the Àdvancement of Science, 1895,

Committeer "Ethnological Survey of
Third Report of the CommiÈtee,

to Local Societiesr"'Bgg_! of the
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were usually "uncouth and common" versions with a locarized
flair. French canadian folksongs were regarded as an entry
into a preserved medieval legacy by forklorists such as Bar-

beau.

Formarized anthropology as well as tristory therefore
tended to buttress the common image of French canadians as

insurated from the rest of English canada, and as growing

and deveroping internally as an armost perfectly preserved

French medieval society. while Engrish canadians accepted

this depiction of French canada, this image contained impri-
cations for rerations between Engrish and French canadians,

and was refrected in popurar attempts to discuss the role of

Quebec in canadian society. The imprications were many and

divergent, and not arl favourabre to the prospect of a coun-

try in which the best characteristics of English and French

were united into a common canadian "race" or nationarity.

One point of view was that the intellecÈua1 and classical
orientation of French canadians provided a more curtivated
balance to the commerciar and pragmatic qualities of canadi-

ans of British descent. rt Ìras commonry accepted that Èhe

inherent genius of the French canadian race took riterary
and intellectual form. English canadian observers did not

fail to remark upon the poliÈicaI contributions made by

French canadian poriticíans, although, as BourinoÈ remarked,

their riterary and interrectual contribution to canadian

interlectual life was hampered by existing political and
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sociar institutions. Bourinot arso specurated that the

infruence of the Roman catholic church, in discouraging

materiarism, may have encouraged. the cultivation of a small

group of lettered individuals, particularly among the cler-
gy.7 I However dormant, the French Canadian race still con-

tained a fundamental literary and intellecÈual capabirity,
mirrored in the politicar record and production of letters
by briltiant and able scholars.

It was the latter capability which English Canadians

wished to draw upon in the creation of a canadian national
character. The brirriance of the French interrect and the

progressive instinct of the English race would define this
character. simultaneousry, the bulk of the French canadian

population was still regarded as rural and medieval, and as

an entity apart from English Canada where the Church, the

French language, and a pious and simpre way of life charac-

terized society. The simplicity of French canadian rurar
rife appealed to Engrish canadians weary of an acquisitive
British canadian ethic. The image of rurar euebec was nei-
ther neither inconsistent with ethnologicar findings nor

incompatible with the dream of a united canadian nationar

character. T e

78 Bourinotr "Our IntellectuaL

Berger, The Sense of Power,7S

Strength and Weakness, rr 7 .

1 44-45 .
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For some English-speaking Canadians, the similar origins
of the two races presented the possibility of "race fusion"

or the creation of a Canadian national character emphasizing

the best features of both races. Not all in English Canada

admired the characteristics of the French Canadian race, nor

desired fusion. To some, the absence of British institu-
tions was enough to deny Quebec any but a limited voice in
Dominion affairs. In particular, when French Canadian oppo-

sition to the Boer War began to mount, imperialist English

Canadians responded by. emphasizing the Iimited position of

French Canadians in a Dominion regarded as predominantly

Anglo-Saxon. Byron Nicholson opined that much of the oppo-

sition to French Canada was a product of the anti-imperial-
ist sentiment expressed in Quebec over Canadian participa-

tion in the Boer War.80

W. S. Wallace, historian, librarian at the University of

Toronto, and prominent editor of historical publications,

provided a statement of this perspective in an analysis of

the "rights of Quebec" under British rule. To Wallace,

French Canadians had been permitted their religion, their
civil law and the use of the French language in the federal

and Quebec parliaments. Their rights stopped there. Other-

wise, a French Canadian voice in the affairs of the Doninion

meant the usurping of powers much too great for their legal

position. WaIlace considered the legal position of the

8o Byron Nicholson,
More Prominent
Press, 1902), 2.

Characteristics, (Toronto:
The French-Canadian: A Sketch of His

The Bryant
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French Canadians in the Dominion to be limited to the prov-

ince of Quebec, and to the explicit frame of reference out-
lined in existing constitutional documents. The interests
and impact of the French Canadian race should be confined to
thaÈ province as well.8 I Wallace represents a strain of Eng-

lish Canadian opinion that argued for the separation of

French and English interests in the Dominion, and that
believed that the ambitions of French Canadian society
should be restricted to the province of Quebec both for con-

stitutional and cultural purposes. A similâr perspective

was presented by Theodore Boggsr âD imperialist who regarded

French Canadians as "an alien and conquered racer" and con-

tended that French Canadians enjoyed only limited cultural
privileges as a preserved French society in an English Cana-

dian Dominion. I 2

The attitude that French Canadians were a separate and

unassimilable colony in English Canada was characteristic
both of Anglo-Saxon racial thought, and of those whose sense

of superiority was less measured, despite their imperialist
Ieanings. The latter group in particular believed that
French Canadians could be brought around to Britistr ways of

thinking through the appropriate instruction, and that
French Canadians could not be expected to adjust to Britistr

81 w. S. WaIIace, "The Rights
Masazine 39, 2 (June 19121,

Theodore Boggs, "Canada and
sitv Maqazine 10 (February
The Sense of Power, 134.

82

of French-Canadians, " Canadian
162.

the French-Canadian r " rlniver-
1 91 1 ) , 48. See alóo Berger,
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ways of thinking due to their own peculiar racialist out-
look. John Castell Hopkins and Byron Nicholson were partic-
u1arly fond of the French Canadian "racer" but continued to
regard the habitant as a quaint, picturesgue figure lacking
the freedom and education provided under British Iiberal
institutions. Byron Nicholson's book, The French-Canadian,

was the first of his two books dealing with the province of

Quebec. A journalist and onetime editor of the Barrie Exam-

iner, Nicholson, in particular, wrote about the possibility
of racial integration and the development of a homogeneous

Canadian race, and regretted that the differences between

racial characters vras too great to provide any hope f or

racial f usion.83 Despite this, Nicholson $¡as a sympathetic

writer, and commented on the features of French Canada he

found to be praiseworthy, including the deep religiosity of

the French Canadian people, and the "frugality, courtesy and

hospitality" which marked the race.84 Nicholson also

remarked on the innate political conservatism and public

shyness of the French Canadian, believing that the French

Canadian shied away from new departures in political and

other endeavours, and that the inherent political stubborn-

ness of French Canada vras a feature of that inherent con-

servatism.ss Nicholson's comments further were offered as a

83 Nicholson, The French-Canadian, 83-84.

W. H. Blake, review of Nicholson, The French-Canadian, in
Review of Historical Publications Relatinq to Canada, 7TTeõET,-îo 

'

Nicholson, The French-Canadian, 35.

84
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reaction against the racialist extremes represented in impe-

rialism and ultra-Protestantism. He blamed both for stir-
ring up racial antagonism between the English and French

races, and he urged conciliatory rather than inflammatory

approaches to the province of Quebec in imperial and other

questions.

John Castell Hopkins, editor of the Canadian Annual

Review, devoted to reporting current events in Canada,

viewed French Canadians in the same light as Nicholson.

while upholding an allegiance to the Empire, he believed

that the French Canadian race was being unnecessarily

maligned in the nritish Protestant press. However, he

regarded the habitant as basically childlike and requiring
the guidance of eritish government and the British press to

bring them around to the British Canadian perspective in

international affairs. As citizens of the Dominion, he

found French Canadians to be docile and obedient, and subse-

quenÈly an asset rather than a liability to Canadian potiti-
cal stability. He also feared and distrusted the capacity

for political extremism he found in the province's clever

and unscrupulous Nationalist politicians, and worried that

the docitity of the habitant would cause him to be misled in
political af fairs.86

86 John CasÈell Hopkins,
471-72.

Canadian AnnuaI Review, 1917 ,
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By the 1900's, the hypothesis of racial fusion as cultur-
aI union and the belief in the immutability of the two dif-
ferent nationar characters were competing hypotheses in the

history and ethnology surrounding French Canada. Conflict-
ing ideas about the ability of English Canadian society to
absorb the French canadian race characterized the popular

literature of the period. These raciar categories charac-

terized subsequent popular debaÈes concerning the status of

French canadians in the dominion surrounding the schoors and

conscription crises, both questions with important implica-
tions for national unity and the national character.



Chapter I I I

''A PERFECT NATIONAL SYMPHONY'': THE DEBÀTE OVER
REGULÀTION 17

Between 1880 and 1916 occurred a shift in the general usage

of the term "race". The locus of definition shifted away

from descriptions of biological characteristics, and tovrards

a cultural application of the term. The word "race" came to

encompass the social attributes of a society, including the

social customs, habits and traditions which set one cultural
or ethnic group apart from another. Às Joseph Levitt points

out, the terms "race" and "nation" by 1916 were used inter-
changeably, and anyone discussing the "national character"

could invariably draw upon his knowledge of "racial" or cul-
Èural characteristics to define that charactet.sT

The English Canadian public conception of the French Can-

adian "racial character" did not change dramaticalty during

the war yearsr âs few efforts vrere made to alter the concep-

tion of the rural and picturesque society which described

French Canada in the scholarly and popular media. InsÈead,

the question that coincided with the onset of $¡ar yras about

the Canadian national character itself, and the place of the

French Canadians within the nelr idea of the Canadian nation.

This debate was embodied in the bilingual schools question

87 LeviÈÈ, "Race and Nation in Canadian Angtophone Histori-
ography, " 1 .
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which resurged between 1912 and 1916, Èhe year that Franco-

Ontarians challenged the controversial Regulation 17, the

Iegislation which curtailed the teaching of French in the

Ontario school system. With similar tegislation passed in

Manitoba that year, and with the emergence of the "bilingual
question" in the other provinces, the bilingual controversy

stas a particularly heated .issue in the year 1916

The bilingual schools issue encompassed more than the

problem of which, if âDyr language other than English should

be given preferential treatment in Canadian schools. Àt

heart, it was a debate about the cultural composition of the

national character. The immigrant concern lent a new dimen-

sion to the prior conflicts over denominational education

and the right of the minority linguistic or denominational

group to the education of their choosing. Immigration lent
the bilingual schools controversy another dimension aside

from the English-French debate, particularly in the Canadian

west, where the French language lras less firmly entrenched

than in the older eastern provinces. Each province experi-

enced its orrn variant of the bilingual schools controversy,

in particular Ontario and Manitoba, each province with a

substantial French and Catholic population.ss Between 1912

and 1916, many English Canadians insisted that education

held the key to uniting culturally diverse groups under one

88 A contemporary account
versy across Canada isqual Schools in Canada,
Ltd. , 1917).

of the bilingual schools contro-
provided in C. B. Sissons, gi-r.in-

(Toronto: J. M. Dent & Sons,
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nation, and that the language of instruction must necessari-
Iy be Engrish. But Èo a significant extent, rerigion and

rerigious controversy entered the schools debate between

1912 and 1916, the period in which Regulation 17 opened a

froodgate of controversy in ontario about the status to be

given the French language in the pubtic schools of ontario.

Not all the opposition to biringual education in ontario,
Manitoba and elsewhere came from the latent anti-Catholicism
in certain pockets of Engrish canada. However, opposition
to biringuar education united anti-French and anti-catholic
groups with ress extremist sources of opinion under a single
poritical banner, creating a union as complex as the ere-
ments of opinion which formed the Equal Rights movement of
the 1880's.8e The sentinel, saturday Niqht and the Methodist

christian Guardian were sources which, in some fashion or
other, viewed the Roman cathoric church or, more specificar-
Iy, a combination of the Roman cathoric clergy and the

French canadian temperament, as the primary instigators of
the bilingual schools confrict. These sources upherd grit-
ish traditions and Angro-saxon racial primacy, and consid-
ered the Roman Catholic Church to be a detrimental influence
in Quebec.so Although anti-Catholic feeling was a signifi-

89 J. R. Miller has written about the coming together of
different interest groups in the Equal Rigtrts Associa-
tion, and has indicated the lack of cohesioñ among thesegroups save in their united opposition Èo the Jesuit
Estates Act. See MiIIer, Egual Riqhts, passim.

Mari.lyn Barber, "The Ontario BiIingua1 Schools I ssue r,,70-72.
90
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cant part of the response in English Canada to the bilingual
schools issue, not all English-Ianguage sources viewed the

schools issue as an attempÈ by the Catholic Church to act in

a subversive manner towards either English or Protestant

interests in Canada.

The Orange Sentinel asserted that it yras through the

French language that the Roman Catholic Church was a poten-

tiat danger to the country, and that allowing the French

language to be extended to the Dominion in the schools

opened English Protestant Canada to infiltration by Rome.

The Orange Sentinel, can be said to have reverted to an old-
er anti-Catholicism of Victorian Canada under the stresses

of the schools question.ei In the Sentinel's articles and

editorials, the schools controversy represented further evi-
dence of Roman subversion and of the Church's abílity to

manipulate the minds of French Canadians to her subversive

purposes. The Sentinel argued that the habitant was meek

and compliant, and in general represented a desirable addi-

tion to the Canadian landscape because of his servility.
However, this was less to praise the French Canadian than to

underscore the powerful influence of the Roman Catholic

Church, änd to point out the dangers of allowing Rome to

take over the education of school children through the

si J. R. Mi1ler, l'Ànti-Catholic Thought in Victorian Cana-
dar" 474-494. Like his study of the Equal Rights Associ-
ation, MiIler's essay about anti-Catholic sentiment con-
siders religious extremism and Anglo-Saxon racial pride
to be two disparate forms of the same English Canadian
racialism which did not always find common cause.
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French language.

The Sentinel warned that English Protestant Canadians

would do well to oppose bilingual education in order to pre-

vent a Roman takeover. Through the French language, the

Roman Catholic Church was seen as a potential danger to the

country. The insidious influence of the Church was seen

through its control and hold over the province of Quebec.

By proclaiming itself to be the guardian of the French lan-
guage, and by playing upon the natural piety of the habi-

tant, the Catholic Church ensured its control over Quebec.

Conversely, the protection given to the French language by

the Catholic Church led the habitant to rely on Èhe Church;

the Church offered protection in exchange for the allegiance

of the French Canadian. The Sentinel warned in one editori-
al thaÈ English Canadians stood to faII victim to the same

fate if they did not remain on guard against the use of the

French language in the schools.s2

The Sentinel was distinguished by its portrayal of the

Roman Catholic Church in Quebec as subversive and as thwart-

ing both the educational system and the constitution in

order to achieve the end of dominating English Canada. On

the question of extending separate schools into the west,

Èhe Sentinel indicated that the gritish North Àmerica Act

had not provided for the extension of separate schools, and

the Roman Catholic Church therefore hras demanding a privi-

s2 The Sentinel, 43 (epril 26, 1917),
Political Romanism", 1 .

"Our Point of View:
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lege which was unconstitutional.

But the constitutional argument raised by the Sentinel

against the extension of separate schools was yet another

example of how the Sentinel converted both theoretical and

practical arguments against bilingual education into evi-
dence of papal attempts to interfere in Canadian matters

through the agency of the Roman Catholic Church in Quebec.

Apparently, the Sentinel viewed the French Canadian version

of the Church as more insidious than the English version,

although Horatio Hocken, the publisher of the Sentinel and

onetime mayor of Toronto, commented in an article that the

Ottawa schools controversy represented a "divergence of Itt¡e

clergy'sJ views as to the best method of extending the power

and influence of their system in this country.rrss Otherwise,

Orange supporters apparently failed to notice the inconsis-

tency in not declaring English Catholics the tools of Rome

as well as Quebec Catholics.e4.

The Sentinel's reaction to the bilingual schools question

!úas based on its belief in the racial peculiarities of the

French Canadian population, and particularly on fears that
French Canadians were too easily manipulated by the clergy

due to the traits of their race. Hocken believed that

French Canadians were pavrns in the hands of their political

93 H. C. Hocken, "Striking in
Criticism by H. C. Hockenr"
(November 19'17), 5-6.

Barber, "The Ontario BiIingual94

the National Extremity:
Canadian Maqazine, 50,

Schools rssue," 71.

A
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and religious leaders.9s "Às a race," he wrote, "the French

are bright, industrious, frugal and moral. Their intellec-
tual polrers are latent, because they are not perrnitted to

develop them."eG The danger lay in the cultivated docility
of the French Canadian habitanL, who was described by Hocken

as compelled to obey the "Hierarchy". In this wâyr the

habitant became a willing and ptiant tool in the attempt to
extend the influence of the Ronan Catholic Church.sT

Hocken also hinted that the lack of a secular education

kept the French Canadian economically backward, and made

French Canadians even more subservient to the clergy. How-

ever, Hocken may have only been repeating an argument used

by a number of less extremist English Canadians to buttress

his allegations of the dangers of a French Catholic educa-

tion. For Hocken, Èhe real danger lay in the combination of

the French Canadian temperament with the power and influence

of Rome, and the link between the French language and Roman

Cathol ic polrer:

[lt] is undoubtedly the case that the Hierarchy of
Quebec is animated in its agitation for French
schools in Ontario by the belief that the institu-
tion which they serve will benefit by the exten-
sion of the French language and French influence
over the whole Dominion.ss

95 Hocken,

r bid.
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The extremist anti-Catholic views of Hocken and the Sen-

tinel vrere echoed by other sources. Robert Se1lar, former

editor of the Huntingdon G1eaner, by 1916 had achieved noto-

riety for his overtly anti-French and anti-Catholic views.

Between 1907 and 1916, his book, The Traqedv of Ouebec, had

undergone four printings with the aid of Sentinel publisher

Horatio Hocken. The book was intended as an expose of the

efforts by the Catholic Church in Quebec to expel Protestant

farmers from that province. Sellar wrote that in Ontario,

the bilingual question involved a conflict between two

racial groups, and lacked a religious dimension. However,

the overtones of the issue lrere different in Quebec. In the

province of Quebec, the bilingual schools issue had become

an issue of preserving the language that allowed Èhe Catho-

lic church to perpetuate itself within English Canada.es

SeIIar's anti-Quebec rhetoric has been attributed by Robert

Hill and by J. R. Miller to his English Protestant Canadian

patriotism, rather than an expression of enrnity for French

Canadians or an example of nativism exported from the United

States. I o0 It is cLear, however, that, like his sponsor,

Hocken, Sellar also regarded French Canadians as culturally
subordinate to their English-speaking counterparts. WhiIe

appearing sympathetic to the French Canadian habitant, he

s s Robert Sel1ar, The Traqedv of Ouebec: The Expulsion of
its Protestant Farmers, (Toronto: Ontario Press, timit-õ i5ïEl-õ'r.-'

10o Robert HiII, introduction to Robert Sellar, The Trasedv
gf Ouçbec : The Expuls ion of i ts Protestant @.,(1907); reprint, (Toronto: University of Toronto erè--,
1974), xiii; ,:. R. Miller, Esual Riqhts, 181-82.
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ultimately regarded the habitant as a docile and harmless

neighbour with the unfortunate characteristic of being over-

Iy susceptible to the manipulation of the church. Se11ar,

Iike Hocken, saw the schools question as another attempt by

the Church to control English Protestants in Canada through

the French language.

By contrast to the extremist views of the Sentinel and

Hocken, some sources based their opposition to bilingual
education on their opposition to a French Canadian national-
ist movement that they saw as motivated by anti-gritish and

Roman Catholic interests. In these sources, the schools

question represented a political offensive against British
Protestant Ontario. These sources did not disparage the

French Canadian "race" as cuLture, regarding the bulk of

French Canadians as docile and amiable. But they basically
viewed Quebec as a source of religious and racial opposition

to British.Protestant institutions, and blamed the escala-

tion of the schools conflict on the Roman Catholic clergy
and French Canadian nationalists.

The Methodist periodical Christian Guardian was an out-

spoken antagonist of the Roman Catholic Church, pêriodically
producing editorials accusing the Roman Cathotic clergy of

attempting to suppress Protestantism in the countFy, and of

standing in the way of wider Canadian interests.l0l uingled

with the outspoken opposition to the Roman Catholic Church

lor Christian Guardian,87, I (February 23,1916),4;87,13
ïMarcTiE,-ffif4. '
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in christian Guardian editoriars was the belief that whire

French Canadians were to be admired as a "race" for their
unique qualities, French Canadian aggressiveness was respon-

sible for most of the tension between English and French

canadians, and that French canadians were not entitred to
equal Iinguistic status with the English in Canadâ.r0, eue-

bec, as described by the Christian Guardian, was a "soIidly
French and solidry cathoric" bloc mounting a political and

religious offensive against English Protestant Ontario. 1o3

Referring at one point to French Canadians as a "special-
Iy gifted racer" -the Christian Guardian also proclaimed that
there s¡as "no valid reason" why the English and French

"races" should not be able to live in harmony, working out

their respective destinies "side by side.rtlo4 BuÈ the con-

cessions that Quebec seemed to be asking were too much for
the christian Guardian, which upheld the imperial connection

and. the English language. "Our Dominionr" went one editori-
al, "as a whole is, and will continue throughouÈ the years

to be, British in language and in sentiment." The fact of

the gritish nature of the Dominion was one that French-

speaking Canadians woul-d have to learn to accept.los whether

1o2 rbid., 97,
1917 ) .

1o3 rbid., 87,
1917) , 4.

1o4 Ibid., 97,
1 5, 1916) ,

1o5 rbid., 87,

45 (November 8, 1916);

1 6 (ApriI 19, 1 91 6) , 4;

43 (October 25, 1916),
27.

43 (October 25, 1916),

88, 7 (February 14,

88, 42 (October 17 ,

5; 87, 46 (November

5.
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in the language or the conscription issues, French Canadians

!{ere expected by the Christian Guardian to learn to live
with the imperial connection. The imperialist journal

expressed little tolerance for French Canadian nationalist
objectives, either in the language or the conscription ques-

tions, which threatened to weaken the imperial tie:
With much of the French-Canadian Nationalist ideal
we can heartily sympathize. We wish to join
heartily with French-Canada in making a great
Confederacy on this northern half of the conti-
nent. But there are some things that, even in the
name of peace and good-will, we will not 6o.1oG

The opposition of the Christian Guardian to the Roman

Catholic Church was in evidence in the schools controversy.

For instance, the Christian Guardian debated whether or not

the French language was necessary to the preservation and

extension of the Roman Catholic Church. One commentary on

the Manitoba schools issue argued that this was indeed the

case, that the French language preserved the Roman Catholic

Church, and vice versa.107 To the Methodist journal , a

French and Roman Catholic bloc were working with French Can-

adian nationalists, led by Henri Bourassa, to use the

schools issue to extend their political influence and to

assault gritish Protestant Ontario. Despite the disclaimers

of animosity towards French Canadians made by the Christian
Guardian, the racial overtones of the journal remained evi-
dent. The periodical depicted the schools question as hav-

1o6 Ibid.
1o7 rbid., 87r 9 (March 1, 1916), 4.
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ing been instigated by an aggressive French CaÈho1ic effort
to attain parity with the English language. The Christian
Guardian dismissed the French Canadian claim to Iinguistic
parity as "absurd" in a November 1916 editorial.I0I

The neyrspaper Saturday Niqht, a Toronto-based society and

literary weekly, similarly emphasized both the racial and

religious dimensions of the quarrel. Saturday Niqht was not

a vehicle for Orange opinion, but argued regardless that the

Roman Catholic Church was responsible for the resurgence of

race conflict, and would do well to abide by the 1916 papal

encyclical which urged racial harrnony in the Canadian Catho-

Iic community. Saturdav Niqht's perspective on the bilingu-
aI schools controversy contained an Ànglo-Saxon dimension,

laying the blame for the schools controversy at the feet of

French Canadian naÈionalists in Ontario and uniting the

French Catholic clergy and Franco-OnÈarian naÈionalism in
pointing to the source of the conflict. Saturdav Niqht sup-

ported restrictions on the use of the French language in the

schools, arguing that for the good of the country, English

should be the main language of instruction. Saturdav Nioht

also alleged that "The French-Canadian agitator demands the

right to implant within Ontario's border (and those of other

provinces) a system of educaÈion chiefly clerical in its
character which has notoriously failed in the province of

Quebec.rtlos The real motive of the French Catholic bishops

los rbid., 87r 4s (November

loe Saturdav Niqht, May 20,

g, 1916r , 6.

1916, 1.
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of Ottawa was to establish French Catholic rule "through the

ancient system of leaving the many uneducated, and content

with their lot r âs children of Gibeon I 1 o [sic] . " Saturdav

Niqht later confined its rebuke to the French cJ-ergy in

Ontario, following the papal encyclical of 1916 which asked

for the cessation of racial conflict within the Church. l I r

There seemed to be no question, to the writers of Saturdav

Niqht, that the rationale of the schools agitation was to

extend the influence of Quebec's clergy into the English-

speakingprovinces.@.NiqhtdissociateditseIffrom
the Sentinel, but nonetheless expressed an antipathy match-

ing the Sentinel's in its opposition to bilingual education.

The dissociation of the journal from the Orange Sentinel

often appeared to have been little more than rhetorical.

Saturdav Nioht editorials contained a resentment of what

they perceived partly as an assault by the Quebec church and

French Canadian political leaders on the province of Ontar-

io, and an attempt by the Catholic clergy in Quebec to exer-

cise clerical influence in state matters. Any distinctions

between the two organs of Engtish Protestant Canadian

nationalism would be based on the more conspiratorial tone

of the Sentinel.

Several English Canadian sources, then, identified the

bilingual schools controversy and the challenge to ReguÌa-

tion 17 with the Roman Catholic Church, and particularly

11o Ibid.
111 rbid., November 4, 1916, 1.
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s¡ith the French Catholic clergy. These sources tended to

view the French Canadian province as an aggressor in the

schools question and, at the most extremer âs a dangerous

influence in the country. The Sentinel and Saturday Niqht

linked the Roman Catholic clergy and French Canadian nation-

alism as uniting to oppose the English language and the

province of Ontario in general, alleging a French Canadian

campaign to stir up hatred in the province of Ontario. The

animosity was politically and religiously motivated, incor-
porating an enmity towards both French Canadian nationalism

and the Roman Catholic Church. These sources vrere linked in

their propensity to viewing the French Catholic province as

acting aggressively against English Protestant Ontario in

the schools question. At the most extreme, French Catholic

Quebec was depicted as a dangerous and foreign influence in
the Dominion.

In contrast, the Christian Guardian presented French Can-

adian ambitions as a steadfast refusal by French Canadians

to recognize that their best interests lay with the imperial

tie. The Roman Catholic Church and misguided nationalists
vlere seen as responsible for instigating racial tensions

between English and French Canadians, and the Christian

Guardian professed to wish to live in harmony with the

French Canadian "race" in a Dominion under the umbrella of

the Union Jack. In the Christian Guardian's vision of the

Canadian future as closely connected to Britain, French Can-
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adians were required to pursue their separate cultural aims

while recognizing their broader imperial atlegiance in
national affairs.

other English canadian journars, denominational as werr

as securar, chose to emphasize the raciar rather than the

religious aspects of the contest over Regulation 17. George

Wrong and John CasteII Hopkins, while noting the mixed

religious and raciar interactions of the bilingual schools

issue, agreed that the schoors crisis was a raciar rather
than rerigious matter at heart.112 Much of mainstream Eng-

rish canadian opinion thought rikewise. Engrish canadians

in 1916 tended to define the problem as one specificarry
relating to the national character of the country. The

theoretical position of French canada as one of the "t!ûo

founding races" was also affected by the decline in the

French canadian population relative to English-speaking can-

ada. rn 1916, the problem of defining a national character
was further complicated by the factor of immigration, par-
ticularly in the west; by the technorogicar and commerciar

development of Engrish canada; and by the urgency of uniting
a large and disparate population over a large geographical

area. For English Canadians during this period, the ques-

tion of unilingual versus biringuar instruction invorved

more Èhan fairness to one minority or another. rn 1916 and

r12 Wrong, "The Bi-Iingua1 Questionr" in The New Era in Can-
ada: Essays Dealino with the UpÞuildino of the. iànadiãn
Commonwealth, ed. J. O. Miller (London: J. M. Dent C
Sons, Ltd., 1917), 234; Hopkins, Canadian Ànnual Review,
1916, 566; 1917, 504.
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1917, the question included a debate about the national

character, and many English Canadians agreed that this char-

acter should be constructed around the English language.

The composition of the nation yras central to the English

Canadian conception of bilingual education. The language of

instruction was considered essential to the transmission of

cultural values, particularly to the children of newly

arrived immigrants, and was also considered as important to
preparing pupils for contemporary industrial and commercial

life. More importantly, the English language became associ-
ated with Canadian national unity, or the uniting of diverse
geographical and cultural elements into a united whole, and

with fostering a canadian nationar consciousness. concerns

of efficiency with second-language instruction also motivat-
ed the pedagogic emphasis on English as the sole language of
instruction, as governments and instructors became concerned

that the existing bilingual structure did not adequaÈely

prepare pupils in the English language. Commentators such

as C. B. Sissons, Dr. Norman Black and Dr. J. T. M. Ànder-

son discussed and debated the feasibility of training pupils
in a second language, differing over the most efficient yray

to instruct non-English pupils in particular in the English

Ianguage. 1 I 3

113 J. T. M. Anderson, The Education of the New Canadian: À
Treatise on Canada's Greatest Educational Problem,
( ror on t o : -1. Ml'tG;Fs. sõnæ., -iFãffiTmañ-Fe r susBlack, Enolish for the Non-Enqlish, (Regina: Regina
Book Shop Limited, 1913); C. B. Sissons, Bi-Iinqual
Schools in Canada, (London and Toronto: J. M. Derìt S.

Sons, Ltd., 1917).
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The importance of education to the development of a

nationar curture had an impact on the rray in which Engrish

canadians received French canadian demands for a biringual
schoors sysÈem. Those who argued on behalf of the concept

of "one ranguage, one nation" argued that the wishes of
minority groups had to take a back seat to instirring in
these groups a sense of national varues and national cur-
ture. The perspective of these individuals vras assimilato-
ty ¡ and stressed nationar homogeneity of curture based on

the teachini of the Engrish language. The biringuar schoors

debates thus involved more than the quarrers of Engrish and

French extremist groupsi they invorved a redefinition of the

raciar or national composition of the nation, and the degree

to which French canadians shourd be invorved in the national
character. 1 1 4

commentators in Engrish canada, concerned with retaining
the integrity of the canadian nation, particurarly in right
of immigration, gave the French language a pecuriar rore in
this debate. on the one hand, English canadian scholars c.
B. Sissons, professor of classics at Èhe University of
Toronto and an ardent agrarian progressive, and o. D. sker-
ton, professor of political economy at eueen's university,
acknowredged the French canadian contribution to the nation-

114 Robert M. Stamp explains English Canadian goals in ',Edu-cation and the Economic and Social Milieu: The English-
Canadian Scene from the 1870's to. 1914r" in J. Oonald
Wilson, Robert M. Stamp and.Louis-philippe Audet, Cana-
dian Education: å Histõrv, (Scarboroughì prenti".ffi1
of Canada, Ltd., 1970), 303.
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aI character, even while stating that it vÍas inappropriate

to place an equal emphasis on the English and French lan-

guages as languages of instruction. Alternatively, Dr. J.

T. M. Anderson and Dr. Norman B1ack, both Saskatcheylan edu-

cators and school inspectors, argued for reasons of expe-

diency against language instruction other than English in
the public schools systems. In part, these writers Írere

moÈivated by the principle of expediency in instructing for-
eign-Ianguage pupils in the English language, in the fastest
and most efficient way.lls However, the concern for effi-
ciency coincided with the assumption that the best interests
of the nation coincided with the use of the English lan-
guage. The result, for many, was a de-emphasis on the

rights of the minority French Canadian group to instruction
in the language of origin.

The debate surrounding the French language was also

caught up in the centralizatíon and administrative changes

surrounding the public schools systems. The Merchant Report

of 1912 in Ontario, for instance, vÍas ostensibly a product

of an inquiry into the efficacy of bilingual instruction in

the rural schools of the province. However, the Report

could not escape controversy for its conclusions about the

inadequate results of bilingual instruction. The Merchant

Report and Regulation 17, which followed the Merchant

11s This debate is outlined in C. B. Sissons, Bi-linqual
Schools in Canada, chapter 6. This concern was also
central to the 1912 Merchant Report that triggered the
furore in Ont.ario over bilingual instruction between
1912 and 1916.
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Report, could not lay claim to objectivity in light of the

nationalist quarrels between English and French groups in

Ontario, and only inflamed opinion on both sides. French

Canadian nationalist groups mounted a furious and vocal

opposition against what they ca1led a deliberate attempt to

curtail the French language in Ontario. Many English Cana-

dians welcomed the Report as an appropriate restriction on

bilingual instruction in Ontario. I I 6

By 1916, C. B. Sissons had written a major study, Bi-Iin-
qual Schools in Canada, that discussed the bilingual contro-

versy both in Ontario and across Canada, and represented an

attempt to discuss the bilingual schools question in its

national dimension. He included different racial groups in

his analysis of the bilingual schools question across Cana-

da, although his book focused mainly on the resurgence of

the Ontario conflict. The Toronto classicist v¡as favourably

disposed toward the concept of French-language instruction,

but in presenting the English-French conflict in a national

context r pointed out that in the interests of national har-

mony, t'English must be the common solvent for aII.'t117 Sis-

sons !{as concerned with the efficient and professional

administration of English-language instruction to non-Eng-

Iish pupils. However, he also attempted, for the sake of

French Canada, to accommodate room for diversity in his

vision of a "perfect national symphony" in which English and

1 1 6 Brown and Cook, Canada 1896-1921 ' 255-55.

117 Sissons, Bi-linqual Schools in Canada, 215.
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French could be taught side by side. l I I

Sissons placed considerable importance on the French lan-
guage, arguing that the French language was essential for
national stability and harmony. He based his argument on

the historical importance and numerical preponderance of

French canadians in the Dominion. The French ranguage was

entitred to "specia1 consideration" because of the histori-
cal and regar status of French canadians in confederation.
one of sissons' recommendations vras that the legislatures of

ontario and Manitoba take into account both the historical
tradition and the size of the French canadian communities

when legislating on behalf of the French language. For Sis-
sons, the Engrish-French pact upon which the nation had been

buirt was at stake; urtimatery, this pact was the reason why

sissons insisted on some "speciar status" for Èhe French

language in the schools.

Sissons admired the French language, admired French Cana-

da, and sa$¡ the ideal product of the bilingual schools as

someone who was "equally proficient" in either language.

Sir l{ilfrid Laurier stood out as an example of what bitingu-
aI training could provide: a bilingual premier who could

serve "as a model to the hundreds of boys in the French-Eng-

Iish schools of OnÈario, each one, in the estimation of his
fond parents or the dreams of his own ambitions, a premier

in the making.rrl 1s His primary quarrel with the English-

r18 rbid., 214.
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French schools was the lack of efficiency in teaching the

English language to French-speaking pupils. The French lan-
guage itself, he felt, provided a breadth of learning when

included in an English-Ianguage curriculum as a subject of

study. Sissons regarded the French language as a valued

cultural asset, inherently part of the Canadian nation, as

central to Canada as the Confederation pact itselt.l20

The "paramount problem" of education, Sissons wrote, was

"the fusion of the races." The best medium for this was the

English language, in a regulated system of instruction with
precise guidelines for training of teachers and pupils

aIike.121 The limits to which Frenchr oF any other language,

could be taught trere proscribed by the need for uniform

standards of language to be specified in each province. ÀII
that was required vras an "equitable teaching of French" to

supplement English training for those who demanded ít.122

However, even in the province of Quebec, the English lan-
guage rfas to be emphasizedr oD the grounds of preparing

pupils for a future in an English-dominated continent. Sis-

sons regarded as reactionary the attitudes of French Canadi-

ans such as Canon Huard, of the Basilíca at Quebec, who sug-

gested that French Canadians had litt1e use for the English

language. "Such attitudes," Sissons wrote, "are general

11s rbid.,
120 rbid.,
121 Ibid.,
122 rbid. ,

71.

208.

1 90-91 .

1 93.
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enough to demand attention. They cannot long be regarded

with complacency. They wirl be terminated by evorution--or
by revolution''.l23 sissons reserved a special prace for the

French language, while simultaneously emphasizing Èhe cen-

trar importance of English to the educationar system as the

language of the Canadian nation.

The perspective adopted by sissons was adopted and extra-
polated by O. D. Skelton. In an article on bilingual
instruction, "The Language I ssue in Canada r,, the eueen,s
poriticar economist appraised and approved'of sissons' ideas

in bilinguar education. r 2a Both efficient instruction and

the needs of the nation, he wrote, depended on English 1an-

guage instruction. skerton emphasized the national impor-

tance of English-language instruction to an even greater

extent than did sissons. He agreed with his perspective on

the necessity of rimiting the hours in the educationar cur-
riculum devoted to Èhe French language, and of placing lim-
its on the hours and subjects taught in French. yet he

insisted on the special status of the French language and

the French Canadian,population in Canadian history.

while sensitive to the language craims of French-speaking

residents in Ontario, Skelton wrote that the primary lan-
guage of the Canadian nation lras English, and that all
efforÈs in education must be directed to the training of

1 23 Ibid., zoï.
1 24 o. D. skelton,

Ouarterlv 24, 4
- "The Language I ssue in Canada, " Oueen's(apriL 1917).
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pupils from a1l racial groups in the English language. Can-

adian consciousness and Canadian democracy were contingent

on the use of the English language, to check the effects of

interracial barriers and language divisions. He argued that

a national consciousness depended on the usage of the Eng-

Iish language nationwide.

In any democracy, the foundation of common action,
of common ideals and common purpose, is free
intercourse and full understanding. fn a country
like Canada, stretching four thousand miles from
sea to sea and hardlyr ês yet, even more than a
hundred inhabited miles wide... it is doubly
essential that as few language bars as possible be
added to the national bars that check free inter-
course. without the widest possible knowledge of
English no common Ca¡ìadian consciousness is con-
ceivable. r 2 s

Skelton also concurred grith Sissons in emphasizing the

historical and constitutional role of the French Canadian

population in Confederation, as well as their numerical pre-

ponderance. He similarly regarded French Canadians as con-

tributing to. the unique character of the Canadian nation.

Skelton agreed with Sissons that the history of the French

in Canada entitled French Canadians to some consideration in

the degree of language rights, although he left the degree

of consideration to the individual provinces. Neither the

centralization of education nor the constitution protected

French language instruction. Skelton relied on the goodwill

of the provinces to recognize the contribution made by

French Canadians to the country's history, and to legislate
accordingly. He wrote,

12s Ibid., 460.
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The constitutional protecÈion given to denomina-
tional minorities does not extend to language
minorities, and the general power of the Dominion
Èo veto provincial laws is not likely, and rightly
sor to be exercised in this field. ... It does
mean that the power and responsibifity in this
issue rest primarily with the people of ãach prov-
ince, and that their view of what is just and
expedient, and not constitutional restrictions,
¡vi11 guide their action.l26

skerton's antipathy towards federar interference in a matter

of provincial jurisdiction did not exÈend to the province of

Quebec in the matter of guarantees for the Engrish-ranguage

minority. skerton's emphasis on provincial administration
was quarified by his emphasis on the English language as the

chief ranguage of instruction across canada. This reft him

in the contradictory position of denying the province of

Quebec jurisdiction over the education of the English-speak-
ing minority, if that education were to be conducted in
French:

It is difficult to see how anyone who asserts the
right of any province to decide its language ques-
tion regardless of its neighbours' opiñioñs ðould
deny this, butr âs suggested previously, other
than provincial considerations must be taken into
account. Neither the argument of national unity
nor the argument of individual advantage counts so
strongly as in the case of Eng1ish. l 27

skelton added that Quebec, to that point, had fortunatery
refrained from compelling the English-speaking minority to
learn French. However, he appeared to have no other nay to
reconcire the problem of not imposing a centrarized educa-

tional administration on the provinces, and his sentiments

126 rbid., 462.

1 27 rbid. , 460-61 .
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about the necessity of English language instruction.

Saskatchewan educators Black and Anderson vrere recognized

by Sissons as contributors to a national debate about sec-

ond-language instruction in the public schools. They repre-

sented the viewpoint that there was no question of accommo-

dating a second linguistic aroup in the struggle to
standardize English-language instruction for foreign lan-
guage pupils. Ànderson in particular declared that the

teaching of a second language detracted from the time and

the attention to be devoted to instruction in the English

language, and necessarily resulted in the inadequate teach-

ing of English. l 28

Neither Anderson nor Black paid close attention to the

problem of French-language education. However, Anderson

seems to have implied that the French in Canada vrere enÈi-

tled to some consideration, but that the existing provisions

made for the French language srere confusing. He found the

Manitoba PubIic School Act "unwisê", for the provisions in
ptace for the French language could be easily extended to

other minoriÈy immigrant groups, making the standardization

of English-language instruction impossible. I 2e This argument

appears to have met with favour from Manitoba's longtime

deputy minister of education, Dr. Robert Fletcher, who

found that t.he protection of second-language instruction

128 Anderson, The Education of the New Canadian, p. 116.

12s rbid., 60.
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resurted in administraÈive chaos and pedagogicar inefficien-
cy. Fletcher, deputy minister of education during the Mani-
toba Pubric school Act controversy, was instrumental in
engineering the regisration that curtailed biringual educa-

tion in the province of Manitoba.l30 As deputy minister in
1916, Fretcher reported that the biringual section of the
PubIic School Act conÈributed to administrative confusion
and inefficient instruction in the Engrish ranguage. The

legislation yras blamed for discouraging the teaching of Eng-

lish among immigrant groups.l31 Ànderson cited numerous cas-
es to illustrate that many ethnic communities would negrect
the study of Engrish in favour of teaching their own lan-
guage. As a resurt, pupirs emerging from "bilinguar,,
schools $rere deficient in their command of the Engrish lan-
guage.132 since bilinguar education hindered the teaching of
the Engrish language, Anderson advocated a "common school
system" to aid the work of assimiration of foreign-ranguage
pupils through the English language.133

A distinction between French canadians and the ,'non-Eng-

1ish" appears to have been made by Ànderson. The ,,non-Eng-

lish" did not appear to include French canadians. However,

I3o Morton, "Manitoba schoors and canadian Nationality," 1s.
131 Anderson, The Education_ of the New canadian, 109; RobertFreÈcher, 

-''ttr. 
r,"ngu.ge pro5r.m-iñ-ïã:-n i tóba séhoors r,,Pep.e.rs. regd bef oEe.!Þg_Historicar and scientif ic socieúvof Maniroba,-3, 6 (iEs)lf,Z:-. - 
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132 Anderson, The Education of the New Canadian, 112.
r33 lbid., 114. See also p. 93.
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the "non-Engrish" could easiry be made to include French

canadians, particurarly in right of the overriding goar to
make English the unifying language of the country. The

schoors vrere considered paramount in this goal as the
instruments for teaching foreign-speaking children not onry
the Engrish language, but canadian varues as werl. Anderson

believed that "the imporÈance of the common schoor as the
assimilating organ of the masses must receive paramount

attention and emphasis if the great work of nationar expan-
sion and regeneration is to be successfulry accom-

prished. r'1 34 The goal of national unity and regeneration
appeared to supercede the concept of racial duality in the
sphere of education. whire the status of the French ran-
guage ñayr as in the case of Anderson, have been implicitry
recognizedr êxisting provisions for French-Language minority
instruction were seen as detrimental to the process of cana-
dianizing the immigrant population in the west.r3s

outside the pedagogicat literature, the "bi-ringual ques-
tion" brought more overt expressions of anti-French senti-
ment, particularly among the ontario-based periodicals. The

question arso produced defences of the French canadian char-
acter, jrr"! as it produced accusations about the dangers
posed by French canadians Èo the nation. occasionalry, Erì9-

lish canadian voices carred for accommodation between the

134 rbid., 242.
13s see Morton, "Manitoba schoors and canadian Nationarityr,,

17.
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races. These commentators differed from their more extreme

English Canadian counterparts by portraying the racial rath-
er than religious components of Èhe English-French tensions.

They emphasized the racial dimensions of the bilingual
schools controversy and, like the studies on pedagogy,

placed the question within the context of formulating the

national character.

The schools question provided the occasion to ask about

the place of Quebec as a racially distinct province in an

English-speaking society. English-speaking Canadians ôn

either side of the question were virtually in agreement on

the type of racial characteristics perceived as belonging to
French Canadians. On either side of the schools guestion,

French Canadians continued to be perceived through the same

racial veil as had characterized the scienÈific and histori-
cal analyses of the late Victorian period. OnIy the context

had changed, and few English Canadians during this period

were willing to relinquish the concept that national unity
depended on the English language. The issues raised in the

popular media, however, included the recognition of a spe-

cial status for the French language, and the constitutional
guarantees for French-language instruction.

On the one hand, it was conceded Èhat French Canadians

were entitled to instruction in their o$rn language, while

the limits of that instruction had to be observed in the

interests of teaching the English language. This attitude
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was expressed in the Anglican newspaper, the canadian

churchman, by its editor, R. w. Arrin. Editorials argued

that French canadians vrere indeed entitled to some consider-

ation in the ranguage debate. However, he simurtaneousry

indicated that unity in the Dorninion required instruction in
the Engrish ranguage. French canadians shourd recognize

that it was in their olrn best interests to acknowredge the

primacy of the English language:

SureIy Irrench Canadians'] interest in the Domin-
ion as a whole, and in the future as weII as in
the present, should lead them to look at the nat-
ter in a broader light. Let Èhe French language
be taught in all our schools if you yrill, but let
us have one national tongue and one Canada, div-
erse in its parts but united in its aspirations
and efforts, ever working as one for the best
interests of the whole country.l36

A corumnist writing for the canadian churchman echoed the

opinion that French canadians indeed had certain rights in
the language controversy. writing under the name "specta-
tor", he in fact thought highly of French Canada, and urged

that, in the schools question, French Canadians not be pum-

melLed into submission by the Engtish-speaking majority in
the province. He believed that it !ûas entirely reasonable

that both English and French-speaking studenÈs should be

accommodated by a dual language system of education. one of

the reasons he gave for this was the counterpoint that
French canadians provided to an aggressive, materialistic
English Protestant society.

136 Canadian Churchman, 43, 20 (uay 18, 1916), 311.
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Protestant Canada may smile at these dreams of
influence, but while it is engrossed in making
money and dwelling upon material things, the
supremacy may pass into the hands of those who
have been dwelling upon spiritual things. No peo-
ple with a vision of service and the consciousness
of a divine mission can lightly be set aside. I 37

Despite his reminder to readers to be more concerned with

service, the columnist came out in favour of a predominantly

English-language educational system. The province of Ontar-

io had the right and the duty, in the interest of a common

unity, to teach to all races a common tongue and literature.
The province, in short, must insist on the teaching of Eng-

lish.13I But "Spectator" sti11 considered it inappropriate

to treat French-Canadians in the manner of a conquered peo-

ple, to be subdued by English Canada, in part from his admi-

ration for the spiritual dimension he perceived in the prov-

ince of Quebec

While the Canadian Churchman admired the spirituality of

the French Canadian province, other sources called attention
to the history and tradition of the French Canadian race in
Canada, and argued that French Canadians merited some recog-

nition of this contribution. A particularly surprising
source f or this opinion rûas the Christian Guardian, which

perceived the bilingual agitation as a quarrel internal to

the Roman Catholic Church. The Christian Guardian acknowl-

edged the constitutional and historical right of French Can-

1 37 r bid. , 312.

138 rbid., 43r 22 (June 1r 19161r 344.
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adians to federal recognition of the French language. l 3s The

christian Guardian's opposition to bilingual education was

based on the paper's opposition to the Roman Catholic Church

and to French Canadian nationalism.

But the Christian Guardian did not explicitly refer to
the schools agitation as a racialr âs opposed to a relig-
ious, problem. Various sources saw the schools question in
terms of the harmonious coexistence of two different races

within one nation. For instance, the Harifax-based pres-

bvterian Witness argued that
As we have more than once pointed out, the ques-
tion causing initiation was not primarily one of
reLigion, though thatr Do doubt, entered into it
to some extent and served to intensify it. The
question nas one of race and language, and thejealousy and rivalry between the English and the
French threatened to create a cleavage in our
young nation, which had in iÈ the potency of seri-
ous troubles in the future. l ao

Agreeing that the bilingual schools conflict was indeed a

conflict between the "two great races" in Canada, several

periodicals spoke out on behalf of the French Canadian race.

The Presbyterian and WeFtminster, the Toronto-based pres-

byterian and literary weekly, argued that neither the Eng-

Iish nor the French race was likely to submerge the other,
and that racial difficulties could be surmounted through

Christian unity.141 The Presbyterian Witnessr oD the other

r3s Christian Guardian, 88 (rebruary 14, 19171, 4.
14o Presbvterian Witness, January
141 Presbvterian and Westminster,

in an article discussing the

13, 1916.

1, 3 (June 21 , 1917'), 725,
Pointe-aux-Trembles schools
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hand, was more in agreement v¡it,h the Canadian Churchman,

both in terms of its assessment of the value of French Cana-

da to the Dominion, and in assessing the place of the French

Ianguage in Canadian society. I{hile the Presbyterian Wi!--

ness perceived the French language as valuable, the paper

argued that the language of business and of Canadian society
lras EngIish. The value of the French language sras contained

in the acquiring of a good Iiberal education. The French

language was also considered to be useful in business rela-
tions with Quebec. The Presbvterian Witness also believed

that the treatment of French Canadians in Ontario was fair
and reasonable, and blamed French Canadian nationalists for
the discontent.

The Northwest Review, the primary Roman Catholic periodi-
cal in western Canada, defended French Canadians as a ru1e,

but nonetheless argued against bilingual training as imprac-

ticable. The English-French schools were regarded by the

Northwest Review as a "dismal failure", owing to the ineffi-
cient training in either language that the schools provided.

The Northwest Review aLleged that one language or the other

vras t.*r"* "u*rn.U 
t; the course of a student's educa-

tion, and conseguently bilingualism in the schooLs system

vras impracÈ ical .1 4 2

in Quebec. See also
't 4 2 Northwest Review, 30 ,

editorial, 2, 1 (Ju1y 5, 1917),

52 (Novembet 4, 1916), 8.

6.
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More than considerations of efficiency were involved in

the Northwest Review's reservations about bilingual educa-

tion. One article suggested that in order to make bitingual
education feasible, the curriculum of the French schools

would have to be modernized, in order to enable French-

speaking pupils to survive in the English Canadian econo-

my.143 Bilingual education in Canada vras regarded as a prac-

ticable failure, and uniformity of language was seen by the

Northwest Review as necessary to the unity of the Domin-

ion.144 However, another opinion may be discerned through

the Northwest Review. A spokesman for bilingual education

argued that French Canadians v¡ere a valuable presence which

ensured Canadian autonomy form the United States, and for
that reason bilingual education should be encouraged.l4s

SupporÈers of bilingual education in some limited form

agreed that French Canadians had a special status in the

Dominion because of their historical and constitutional
position, and provided some inherent value to the Canadian

dominion. However, the arguments against full linguisÈic
parity between the English and French languages in the

schools v¡ere many and varied, centring on the theme that in

the best interests of the country, the teaching of the

French language was only desirable in a limited form. One

of the most frequent dangers perceived in French-Ianguage

143 Ibid., 30, 53 (November 11 , 1916), 6.

144 rbid.
145 Ibid.,
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instruction was Èhe fear of shortchanging French-speaking

pupils in English-Ianguage instruction. To many, the lack

of an English curriculum provided the pupil with poor prepa-

ration for life. The point was made that the ranguage of

commerce was English, and that pupils shourd be prepared to
understand Engrish-language commercial terms. The classical
content of the French-ranguage curriculum, particurarly if
influenced by the cathoric clergy, also militated against
training for industrial vocations. some carried this obser-

vation from the rearm of the practical to the culturar. rt
was assumed that the English language transmitted the varues

of an acquisitive curture, while the French ranguage encour-

aged a classical and spiritual outlook which was antitheti-
car to the work ethic required in the modern industrial era.

rn short, while the value of French instruction was admitted

on a cultural level, the practicality of French-language

instruction was increasingly questioned, and raciar assump-

tions about French canadian curture raised to argue against
a fully bilingual system.

while bilingual instruction was debated on the grounds of

efficiency, the question of constitutional rights arso fig-
ured prominently in the Engrish canadian debate over birin-
guar instruction. Particularry with Èhe ottawa challenge to
Regulation 17, the constitutional implications of the

nationalist demand for French language instruction brought

out arguments for and against the right of French canadians
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to Iinguistic parity with Engtish Canadians in the educa-

tional system. These arguments followed the example of W.

s. walrace, who contended that the rights of French canadi-

ans to the use of the French language outside explicit con-

stitutionar provisions vrere limited under British law. war-

lace referred to Quebec as the "French-canadian reserver"

a.nd argued that the language and institutions of French Can-

ada should be confined to the French Canadian province.laG

Not everyone perceived of Quebec as a "conguered people",

or as a race dependent upon the goodwill of ¡ritish'liberty
for its survival. By contrast, some English Canadians

described Quebec as an integrar part of the confederation

agreement, and described the federal status of French cana-

dians as theoretically equal with English Canada. For

instance, Èhe canadian churchman perceived French canadians

in this right, as did the Presbvterian witness, presbvterian

and Westminster, the among other sources. Regardless, these

sources stilr praced limitations on the degree to which they

would torerate French canadian naÈionalism and the demands

for greater concessions to the French Canadian minority in

Ontario and elsewhere. These sources also pointed out that
in the matter of education, French Canadians could not rely
on constitutional guarantees for the French language in edu-

cation, which !{as perceived as a provincial matter.

I46 $7. S. WaIlace, "The Rights of French-Canadians," 162.
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By contrast, Senator N. A. Belcourt, a French Canadian

defender of bilingual instruction, countered the argument

that the French J.anguage had no constitutionar guarantees,

by arguing that the principles of the constitution, of natu-

ral law and of common justice, gave the French language

equal status with the English language in the schools as

weII as in government. Belcourt argued that the principle
of one nation, one language represented a "clear violation
of the spirit--if not the actual letter--of the constitu-
tion .'t 147

The challenge to Regulation 17 iri Ontario met with oppo-

sition in the English language press. The press generally

agreed that the constitutional guarantees for denominational

education were inapplicable in the matter of Language. The

point was succinctty made by Sissons:

It cannot be maintained, because existing separate
school privileges yrere secured to Roman Catholics,
that therefore and thereby language privileges in
the schools vrere also secured to French-speaking
Roman Catholics. the majority of the separate
schools thenr âs now, used no language but Eng-
lish, and a large number, if not the majority of
schools in which French was used were thenr âs
many are now, public schools. ... [r]t is highty
improbable that any one of the Fathers of Confed-
eration bothered his head about the use of the
French language in the few and scattered French
schools of Ont,ario. ... In default of any other
expression of opinion, in view of the existing
circumstances, and in the light of the fairly def-
inite wording of the Àct, the conclusion is justi-
fied that the Fathers of ConfederaÈion did not
seek either to confer any new legal right on the
French language in the schools of Ontario or to
confirm any rights or privileges previously exist-

147 N. À. Belcourt, "French in Ontarior" Universitv Maqa-
zine, 11 (December 1912') , 553-54.
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ing. t o t

À canadian churchman ediÈoriar agreed that French canadi-

ans preceded the gritish on the North American continent,
but this presence did not guarantee the parity of the French

and English languages. In exchange for that presence,

French canada had been permitted certain privireges in eue-

bec only.1ae To insist on parity between the English and the

French languages was to jeopardize national unity. l s0 The

Christian Guardian also emphasized that French Canadians did
not hold coequar status with Engrish canadians, and had no

regal entitrement for their linguistic claims. The chris-
tian Guardian alleged Èhat the probrem was a result of the

agitation of French canadian nationalist readers Henri Bou-

rassa and Àrmand Lavergne, and the Roman catholic church,

who were contributing to the agitation and discontent in

Quebec against the province of Ontario.

The canadian churchman also emphasized that while some

concessions lrere to be made to French canadians in the mat-

ter of ranguage instruction, French canadians had no expric-
it lega1 protection of their language in educationar mat-

ters, and therefore were not legalry entitred to linguistíc
parity in the schools. The Northwest Review agreed, denying

any lega1 basis for the Ottawa Separate School Board's chal-

148 Sissons, Bitinqual Schools in Canada, 38-9.
14s Canadian Churchman , 43, 20 (t"tay 18, 1916), 311.

:l so ibid.
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lenge to Regulation 17, and agreeing that the French ran-
guage vras not constiÈutionalry guaranteed in ontario. The

ottawa French cathoric clergy were, in fact, censured by the

Northwest Review for using a constitutional guarantee for
rerigious instruction to fight a raciar battre, and were

accused of undermining unity among the ontario cathoric com-

munity.

In effect, the constitutional status of French canadians

in the ontario resurgence of the bilingual question was seen

as limited, despite the wirlingness of many Engrish canadi-

ans Èo accede to the spirit of Èhe confederation pact,
implying harmony between the two founding nations. The

decision on Reguration 17 yras considered by many Engrish

canadians to have raid the question of constitutionar guar-

antees for French language instruction to rest. But the

ruring of the Privy councir that Regulation 17 was constitu-
tional, and could not be challenged on the basis of section
93 of the British North America Act, underscored the argu-

ment in Engrish canada Èhat the provinces vrere entitled to
rule on language in the interests of national harmony. The

Northwest Review anticipated no further charlenge to lan-
guage legislation:

lrtre decisionJ explicitly points out that separate
schools are surrounded by constitutional guaran-
tees which the Provincial Legislature is powerless
to remove without desÈroying the entire school
system in that province. The use of languages
other than English, however, is entirely subject
to provincial control.
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I{hile accepting the Privy councir decision, the Northwest

Review believed that Reguration 17 was not intended to harm

the French rânguage, and thaÈ Engrish canadian torerance for
French canadian linguistic aspirations wourd prevail in the

long run.151

This opinion was echoed by the presbyterian witness,
which hoped thaÈ the Privy councir ruling wourd have ended

the question in favour of absolute provinciar domain over

the language question.ls2 The presbyterian witness continued
to hope that moderation on the part of both Engrish and

French canadians wourd render the issue manageabre, and that
French canadians wourd abide by the reguration and by the

spirit of cooperation that informed it.lss The provincial
right to regurate ranguage instruction Ìras confirmed, and

the goodwill of English canadians toward French canadians

was regarded as sufficient to guarantee that provisions for
French-language education wourd be considered by the prov-
ince.

Much of the Engrish canadian popular media appeared to
believe that French canadians wourd indeed accept that Eng-

rish canadians had been generous in their provisions for
French-language instruction. Às reported in the star week-

Iv, the ottawa Journar regarded ontario's bilinguar provi-

151 Northwest Review, 30,

152 Presbvterian witness,
153 Ibid.

44 (rebruary 12r 19171,1.

70, 18 (t'tay 5, 1917') , 1 .
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sions as "generous", stopping "short of admission of the

contention that the Engtish ranguage is not entitled to
first place in the schools of an English-speaking country."
The Journal editoriar bramed the schoors agitation on the

"Bourassa poison" ¡vhich "jaundiced" French canadians against
both biringual schoors poricy and canadian participation in
the war.154 Henri Bourassa and euebec nationalism bore the

rear brunt of responsibirity for the schoors crisis, in the

eyes of the Journar, which berieved in the general reason-

ableness of French canadians. saturdav Niqht concurred that
French canadian nationalism was the rear danger, and insist-
ed that French canadians in onÈario "did not know they had a
grievance tirr a few charratans in the adjoining province

told them so. rr I s s The journar asserted that the schools

question was part of a NationaList campaign to be extended

across Canada, stating that
Ottawa yras the chosen fighting ground of a move-
ment that it was proposed to extend to every part
of t,he Dominion where French-Canadians Isic] have
settled. That the alleged grievance was purely a
manufactured or artificial one, devised by politi-
ca1 adventurers for their own sinister ends, did
not make it the less dangerous Èo the peace of the
country. r sG

Others suggested that Bourassa, Lavergne and the French

canadian press used the schoors guestion in a Machiaverlian

attempt to discourage French canadian participation in the

rs4 Quoted in the Star Weekly, April 22, 1916, 24.
15s Saturdav Niqht, May 20, 1916, 1.

r56 rbid., November 11, 1916r 1.



yÍar. John castell Hopkins, who regarded French canadians
generar as an easily excited and marreabre race, wrote

the Canadian Annual Review that the Nationalist movement yras

responsibre for hardening the attitudes of an essentially
docire and royal French canadian popuration against the
war. l 57 An editoriar in the canadian churchman likewise
accused the Nationalist League of having "seized upon the
biringual issue in ontario as an excuse for incessant
attacks upon everyÈhing sritish", and poisoning "the minds

of thousands of otherwise peaceabre and loyal subjects.r'158
Horatio Hocken, publisher of the sentiner, carried the
attack one step further, accusing tsourassa and the euebec

clergy of having united to "decrare war upon ontario'r.1ss
The christian Guardian spoke of the "crusade against ontar-
io" by Armand Lavergne and the Roman Catholic clergy. l Go The

christian Guardian portrayed itserf on several occasions as

championing the rights of the province of ontario against
the Quebec onslaught. I 6 I

These accusations in English canada were met with expres-
sions of of regret that the schoors question was dividing
the country racially when national unity tras required

90
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157 Canadian Ànnual Review, 1916, 566.
rs8 Canadian Churchman, 44, ZS (June 21, 1917), 391.
rss Horatio Hocken, "striking in the Nationar Extremity," g.
160 Christian Guardian, 87, 16 (april 19, 1916), 4.
161 Editorial, "ontario controls Her schoors", in the chris-tian Guardian, 87, 45 (November B, 1916) r'6
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instead. The presbvterian witness carred the timing of the
schoors agitation "unfortunate" and found it especialry
regrettable "that fiery partisans are making use of these
local school troubres in ontario to stir up bitter race
feerings in our Dominion."162 Edith M. Luke, Montrear corre-
spondent for the Christian Guardian, lamented:

It is a _thousand pities that Regulation 17, andthe defalcation of sir wirfrid iaurier, cairyingin its train the resignation of Hon. E. L. páte-
naude, and the partisan attitude of Sir LomerGouin, should have divided Canada whq! vre require,
above all, to be strong and united.i63

The biringual schools question itself may or may have not
been rerated to the issues raised during the war, but stands
out as an exampre of the beliefs and attitudes about French

canadian motivation. The bilingual schools controversy arso
illustrates the debate about the role which French Canadians

!ùere to play in the conception of the nationar character of
the neyr nation, a guestion integral to the war years in can-
ada. By 1916, the combination of a modernizing economy,

immigration and previous Engrish-French culturar tensions
led English canadians to believe that uniting the country
through the English language was imperative for poritical
stabirity and cohesion. Most Engtish canadians appeared to
agree that French canadians were a integral part of the can-
adian polity. However, in the matter of ranguage instruc-
tion, iÈ was considered that for the sake of national unity

162 Presbvterian witness, March 11r 1916r 1.

163 Christian Guardian, BB , 36 (September S, 1917), 16.
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the primary language of instruction necessariry shourd be

English. Engrish canadians provided reasons both practical
and cultural for this conclusion. some believed that French

canadians were entitled to rimited consideration in ranguage

provisionsj others denied Èhat French canadians vrere theo-
reticarry entitred to any more than those provisions already
existing under constitutional legislation.

rn arl, the aims of the English canadian nation were seen

as taking precedence over French canadian nationarist aspi-
rations and rights. Many Engrish canadians trere not even

prepared to acknowledge a moderate status for the French

canadian province outside Quebec, arthough others hoped that
moderate opinion wourd arrive at a reconciliation of the

aspirations of the two races.

In the prevailing emphasis on English 1inguistic and cul-
tural unity, French Canadians were given only a timited
role. At most, English Canadians upheld the idea of the

duar founding nations, and paid at least theoreticar tribute
to the idea that some concessions be made for French-lan-
guage education by the individual- provinces. However, the

concept of ringuistic parity in the schoors vras noÈ werr met

in English canadian journaristic opinion. At least, French

canadian privireges were to be confined exclusivery to the

province of Quebec. some rimited varue was imparted to the

teaching of the French languâ9ê r for culÈurar reasons or for
the expansion of an English Canadian cultural outlook.
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crearly French canadians prayed a limited rore in the

deveropment of a curÈurar or nationar consciousness as

played out in the bilingual schools question. Not many Eng-

lish canadians Írere prepared to accept the Laurier ideal,
the mingled French gentleman and Britistr liberal classicist,
as the desired outcome of a public school education.
rncreasingly, English canadian opinion appeared prepared to
use the educational needs of canada to sanction a diminished
and separate French canadian curtural presence in the nelr

Canadian nation.



Chapter IV

RACTAL TSOLATTON: THE rMAcE OF QUEBEC,
191 6-1917

rn 1916 and 1917, more than the educational needs of the new

nation were at stake in English canada. rn some ways, the
bilingual schoors issue was made to seem more urgent in the
atmosphere of the war.16a The nationar unity question vras

given added stimulus by the rvarr' as the war years saw the
development of an increased Engtish canadian patriotism and

sense of nat.ionarism. l 65 An intensified national conscious-

ness within Engrish canada plus a sense of yrar urgency com-

bined in the carl for voluntary and compulsory registration,
and for a total canadian commitment to the war effort over-
seas. stephen Leacock, for instance, urged a total war com-

mitment by all sectors of the canadian economy, committ,ing

the country to industriar production devoted to the needs of

Èhe war effort.166 Throughout the war, and especíarry with
the escalation of the war effort by 1916, the lagging
recruitment in Quebec vras a subjecÈ of special attention in
Engrish canada. Engrish canadians debated among themserves

I 6 4 Brown and Cook, Canada 1896-1921 , 259.
165 R. Matthew Bray,

Canadian Response
Methodist Church
Brown and Ramsay

166 EngIish, Decline

''Fighting as an Al1y: The English-
to the Great !{ar"; J. M. Bliss, "The
and Ï{or1d gVar I "; and Robert Craig

Cook, Canada 1896-1921, chapter 13.

of PoIitics, 109.
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the reasons for the failure of the recruitment effort in the

province of Quebec, but ultimately arrived at one concru-

sion: the distinct curturar character which prevented

French Canadians from appreciating the need to enlist.

However, anti-Quebec sentiment persisted in other forms.

Historians have noted that some Engrish canadians linked
French canadian anti-conscription sentiment, and particurar-
Iy the anti-conscription riots in some parts of euebec, with
the "foreigners, slackers and sociarists" who appeared to
menace aII of canada during this Ìrar. The most vivid exam-

pre of the anti-foreign sentiment expressed against euebec

hras the union Pubricity committee advertising campaign

undertaken in the last stages of the election of 1917. The

campaign played upon the disenfranchisement of naturarized
German voters, and accused Laurier of using the anti-con-
scription campaign to secure enemy arien voÈes. Appearing

in periodicals from the canadian churchman to the presbyte-

rian and westminster to the Monetary Times, these advertise-
ments connected foreigners, slackers, sociarists, Bourassa

and Laurier, in an attempt to rink the Laurier campaign to
subversive anti-canadian elements. one popurar advertise-
ment, titled "rs a united euebec to Rure Alr canada?",

alleged that

ÀlI Canada knows that Germany has been working
through agents, spies and bribes in every country
of Èhe wor1d. The latest evidences are the reve-
lations recently made to the world by president
Wilson. Do yre Canadians think the Kaiser has
overlooked Canada? If we do, what a fool's para-
dise!
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Ànother advertisement insisted that the "Farmers of Ontario"

would never voÈe with "Bourassa, Pro-Germans, Suppressors of

Free Speech and Slackers.r'167 In the United States, anti-
German and anti-foreign hysteria were a feature of the

1916-1917 period, as much of the country attempted to disso-

ciate or purge the country from any Germanic elements. 1 68

The advertising campaign subsequently portrayed Quebec, Bou-

rassa and Laurier in the same evil light. The advertising

campaign stands out as testimony to anti-German and anti-
foreign trar hysteria in the Canada of 1917, and to one of

the uglier portrayals of French Canadians during the war

per i od.

LittIe other evidence appeared in the larger English Can-

adian periodicals of this kind of xenophobic sentiment, in

which French Canadians and foreigners were directty linked

to the German military campaign. Howeverr ât least one

mainstream source which supported conscription and union

government drew an ominous inference from the "enemy aIien"
vote. "Spectator", writing in the Canadian Churchman, won-

dered out loud at Laurier's efforts to win the "enemy alien"
vote:

r 67 ¡¿n'"rtisement appearing in the Presbvterian and Westmin-
ster, December 13, 1917, 573 and 575.

168 John Higham, Stranqers in the Land: Patterns of Ameri-
can Nativism 1860-1925, (New Yorki Atheneum, 1963),
207-212.
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This is a damning adnission, that the success of
the Opposition requires the support of Germans,
Austrians, Bulgarians and Turks who have wandered
to this country and taken the oath of allegiance.
What is the matter wi.th pure-blooded Canadians
that they _cannot discern Èhe virtues of a loyal
Opposition? Must they be supplemented with the
kinsmen of the ravagers of Belgium and the assas-
sins of Armenia? I 6 s

The Germanophobia of the advertising campaign of the

Union Publicity Committee did not seem to appear in any oth-
er form in the larger periodicars. However, some anti-cath-
olic and anti-nationarist rhetoric appeared in less nativis-
tic sources. Some of the more vitriolic anti-euebec

comments vrere featured in the Toronto periodical saturdav

Niqht, which regurarty launched editoriar assault.s against
both Quebec and the Roman catholic church. saturdav Niqht
publicly dissociated its point of view from Èhat of the Sgn-

tinel, contending in one editorial that "the ,Orange Senti-
nel' and one or two daily nelvspapers which noisily seek to
keep alive Orange sentiment are the only oRes which are con-

sistentl-y anti-French in feeling."tzo

At the same time, Saturday Niqht hurled accusations at
both the Roman Catholic Church and the province of euebec

during the conscription controversy. The name Bourassa

became synonymous with rawressness and treason against the

canadian state.171 French canadian nationalist politicians

16s Canadian Churchman, 44, 46

17 o Saturdav Niqht, September

17 1 Ibid. , editorial, "How to
17r 1917r 1.

(November 15, 19171, 730.

8, 1917r 1.

Treat a Nest of Traitors", May
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and the French Canadian press !úere likewise accused of

inciting anti-conscriptionary "mob violence", and of stir-
ring up public opinion in Quebec against the province of

Ontario.l72 The neyrspaper also took offense with the com-

ments of "influential French-Canadians" who "have given

extreme provocation by reviling and belittling the English-

speaking Canadians who have bled and died on the soil of

Flanders and France. tr 17 3

At times, despite the public disavowal of the Orange

association, Saturdav Niqht perceived littIe that yras offen-
sive in the Orange journalistic assault on the province of

Quebec. Of the Orange opposition, Saturday Niqht remarked

that "they can hardly be expected to take abuse of the kind

which is poured out by French-Canadian editors and politi-
cians, lying down .t'17 4 Saturdav Niqht mounted its own cam-

paign against the "treason" of Quebec, accusing the Quebec

press of teaching French Canadians "to hate their English-

speaking neighbours...in the name of Christianity"r oF of

mounting a Catholic offensive against the province of Ontar-

io.175

172 Ibid., editorial,
September 8, 1917 ,

17 3 r bid.
17 4 I bid.
l7 s rbid.

"Quebec Libels on People of Ontario",
1.
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In general, the anti-conscriptionism in Quebec was per-

ceived as a pernicious attack against both British institu-
tions and pubric law and order by the Roman cathoric church

and French Canadian nationalism. 1 7 6 Despite disclaimers
about animosity against the French Canadian "race" itself,
disclaimers probably made in all sincerity, the province of

Quebec was perceived as a hotbed of sedition and anti-Ontar-
io feeling. This perception was probably enhanced by the

bilingual schools crisis, in which a similar sentiment had

been expressed: Quebecr or rather certain institutions in

Quebec, yrere staging an assault against English-speaking

citizens of Ontario, and the province of Quebec consequently

posed a threat to national stability.

The Germanophobia of the Union publicity campaign was to
an extent mirrored in the campaign of the Orange Sentinel,
although the Sentinel escalated its previous hostility
toward French Catholic .Quebec as the lrar progressed. The

Sentinel novr attacked the alleged pro-Germanism of the pope,

and gave the anti-clericalism of old France as the reason

yrhy French Canadians refused to fight for the old coun-

try.177

17 6 lbid., "Ho$r to Treat
1.

177 Ibid., 43 (Aprir 12,
43 (uay 24, 1917'), 1;

a Nest of Traitors", May 19, 1917 ,

1917), 1; 43 (April 19, 1917r, 1;
44 (.futy 19, 1917) , 9.
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Underlying the anti-Catholic rhetoric, however, was the

depiction of the French Canadian race as a potential danger

to the country, if not to themselves. The qualities of the

French Canadian race were such that the race was malleable

and easily manipulated by the Roman Catholic clergy. The

race itself vras no immediate threat. Without the presence

of the clergy, the habitant lras perceived as basically doc-

ile, simple, amiable and a political asset because of his
peaceable and reclusive nature. This picture ernerged in the

Sentinel's comparison of French Canadians in New England and

in Quebec. Without the corrupting influence of the Roman

Catholic Church in the United States, t.he French Canadian

New Englander proved obedient to authority, and subsequently

made ideal poliÈica1 citizens. Their Quebec counterparts,

at the mercy of the Roman Catholic Church, had been turned

into dangerous political aggressors.lTs The Sentinel fre-
quently and consistently proclaimed a sympathy for the

French Canadian race in general. At best, French Canadians

were simple and picturesque, if not more than a Iittte back-

ward.17e The French Canadian race was also described in the

Sentinel as possessing "many excellent qualities," and the

Sentinel also argued occasionally that a "tolerant spirit"
should be shown to this captive race as well. r 80

17 8 rbid., 43 (June '1 , 1917), 1.

17s Horatio HockenIs article, "The Inevitable Quebec", drew
upon this picture of French Canadian rural simplicity
and backwardness. Horatio Hocken, "Striking in the
National Extremity", reprinted in Canadian Masazine,
(November, 1917), 6.
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These apparently accommodating remarks are not to be

interpreted as representing a spirit of torerance or gener-

osity towards the French canadian. The Sentinel used these

remarks to underscore how badly the province had decayed

under Catholic rule, and to emphasize that, under other cir-
cumstances, the habitant could be expected to behave with
his characteristic docility. t a t The sentiner was neither
patient nor torerant in its treatment of French canadians.

The habitant of Quebec was regarded as a pawn in the hands

of the powerfur clergy. rsorated from the protestant worrd

and instructed by the Roman Catholic clergy, the habitant
was "he1p1ess to oppose the wishes of the priests.r'182

The Sentinel's mission against the combined aims of the

"French-canadian race" and the papacy was conspiratorial in
tone, reflecting the religious hatred and anti-foreignism
characteristic of Engrish canadian nativism.l83 The Franco-

phobia of .the sentinel was not representative of the racial
attitudes held by Engrish canada as a whole. The nativist
sentiment expressed by the sentinel yrere the attitudes of a

1 80 Sentinel , 43 (uay 17 , 1917) , 1 .

181 rbid.
182 Ibid., 43 (Àpril 5, 19171r 1.

183 See J. R. Miller, "Anti-Catholicism in English Canada."
John Higham, Stranqers in the Land, regards nativism as
the most extreme version of nationalism (p. 4). Hig-
ham's analysis forms the basis of James T. Watt's study
of the Protestant Protective Associationr "Anti-Catholic
Nativism in Canada: The Protestant protective Àssocia-
tion," Canadian Historical Review 48, 1 (March 1967),
45-58. See esp. 45-46.
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permanent enclave of anti-Catholic and anti-foreign suspi-

cion in the English Canadian landscape. In general, anti-

Cathotic sentiment in Canada had become modified or softened

by the 1900's, but remnants survived in the anti-Catholic

suspicions of the $$ne.! in 1916.

The accusations made by Saturday Niqht against the church

and provincial leaders of Quebec vrere paralleled in other

sources, but with some modification. John Castell Hopkins

likewise perceived the province of Quebec as basically doc-

ile, while blaming the agitation in the province on a few

unscrupulous politicians and orators. Hopkins' commentary

bras explicitly racialist, even as Saturday Niqht's commen-

tary incorporated both a disÈrust of the Roman Catholic

clergy and a belief that French Canadians ytere assaulting

the province of Ontario through the schools and conscription

issues. Hopkins took a considerabì.y kinder and more benevo-

lent view toward the province of Quebec than did Saturdav

Niqht. He admired the qualities of French Canadians as a

race, particularly those rural and conservative values which

he saw embodied in the province of Quebec.lsa The explana-

tions which he provided for lack of French Canadian enthusi-

asm tor¡ard the conscription campaign v¡ere based on Hopkins'

assumption that French Canadians lacked the call of the

Anglo-Saxon bloodr or the racial call to imperial defence

present in English Canada. Hopkins described the anti-con-

scriptionism in Quebec as part of the lack of British senti-

184 Berger, The Sense of Powerr 141.
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ment in Quebec, perceiving Quebec as an isolated, âIien and

non-British part of Canada.

Rather than accusing French Canadians of being anti-Brit-
ish, however, Hopkins felt that English Canadians expected

too much from Quebec as far as Quebec's war responsibility
was concerned. Hopkins did not expect Quebec to share in
the imperial loyalty of English Canadians, ât least not

without a "preliminary education" about "Empire responsibil-
ity and European issues and conditions.'t18s He argued that
the racial isolation of Quebec was the cause of French Cana-

dian indifference to the yrar. other factors included "fear
of ¡ritish Imperialism Isic], antagonism to closer nritish
relations or larger spheres of duty, aversion to the anti-
Church institutions and policy of France.rrl86

Hopkins noted in the Canadian Annua1 Review that several

immediate factors had led to anti-conscription feeling in

Quebec, including the bilingual schools question, the

"aloof" attitude of the Church, the politics of Sir Wilfrid
Laurier, the anti-clericaI attitudes in France which offend-
ed the religious population in Quebec, and particularly the

propaganda of Bourassa and his Nationalist followers. At

the head of the list of the causes of French Canadian oppo-

sition, however, was racial isolationism. The racial isola-
tionism of the province promoted pacifismr pêrmitted the

18s Canadian Ànnua1 Review, 1917r 471.

186 rbid., 471-72.
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development of the French canadian form of nationalism, and

resurted in Quebec's ignorance of Engrish canadian impera-

tives. l 87 Hopkins' anatysis of poriticat circumstances in
Quebec !úas based on this idea of euebec as an isolated
French canadian enclave. rsolation of French canada curtur-
ally and geographicalry from English canadian infruences

meant, among other thingsr âD oblivion or a disregard for
events in the European arena, especially those events which

affected the Empire. French canadians were also spoken of

as maintaining an.inherent distrust of British imperiarism,
and arso of France because of the anti-crericarism within
that country. The insurarity of French canadians from the

rarger worrd of foreign affairs meant that the people's onry

source of information was their poritical leaders, who "tord
Èhem what they riked as to other provinces or the Empire

and, in many cases, vrere not overscrupulous in their facts
or cautious in the expression of their fancies.'rr88

unrike saturdav Niqht, Hopkins did not indict the church

in stirring up anti-British feering. However, he described

the clergy as having been rnanipurated by nationalist politi-
cians in imperiar issues, having otherwise "held aloof from

the politics and the masses. rt 18s In short, the clergy, a

potential source of leadership, had faited to Iive up to
this role. This did not make the clergy culpable in the

1 87 rbid. , 1917 , 472.
188 rbid.
18e rbid., 471.
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matter of anti-conscriptionism in Quebec; rather, it was to

suggest that French Canadians lacked leadership from tradi-

tional sources of authority in the conscription question.

French Canadian public figures Laurier and Bourassa were

each implicated for not providing appropriate leadership for

the French-speaking masses as weII. Contact with the out-

side world was further hindered by the suspicion of French

Canadians of anti-clerical France.

In general, Hopkins attributed general_ ignorance, preju-

dice and apathy in Quebec toward the conscription effort to

the racially, that is culturally, isolated state of the

province. The combined malleability of the French Canadian

population and the absense of responsible ¡ritish leadership

Ied to the swaying of. Quebec public opinion by unscrupulous

orators such as Bourassa. 1 so French Canadians were not

slackers; rather, their racial isolation had prevented the

cultivation of a !{ar spirit in French Canada as one had been

cultivated in English Canada and in the united States. l s 1

Hopkins carefully avoided implicating the province of Que-

bec, or placing undue emphasis on French Canadian hostility

toward English Canada. In this sense, Hopkins provided a

response to English Canadian sources such as Saturdav Niqht

who suspected French Canadians of waging war against Ontar-

io. At the same tine, Hopkins was wary of the racially iso-

Iated state of French Canada, the absense of a ¡ritish Cana-

1 so rbid., 482.

ler rbid., 472-73.
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dian influence, and the effects of Nationarist propaganda on

a people he perceived as temperamentar and volatile.ls2 "rn
their raciar and ringuistic aloofness," he wrote, "the
French-canadians could often be misled by the very enthusi-
asms and temperarnent which ordinariry would make them the
best of citizens."ls3

The argument that French canadians were basicarly simpre

and peaceable, but easily misred without the appropriate
leadership, was echoed by M. o. Hammond in the canadian Maq-

azine. Hammond arso subscribed to the hypothesis that
because of rong racial isoration and a volatire temperament,

French canadians $rere naturalry and inherently less commit-

ted to the war effort. Like Hopkins, Hammond faired to see

any danger in the province of euebec, either from the Roman

catholic church or from anti-¡ritish opinion. Às a whore,

Hammond argued, French canadians were basically loyar, con-
servative and content under British rure.le4 Being racialry
isorated, French canadians !ûere obrivious Lo international
events affecting the Empire. Hammond betieved that a cam-

paign of public education wourd aid the French canadian in
breaking free of his long-imposed isolation from interna-
tional events.lss

1s 2 r bid. ., 491 .

1s3 rbid., 498.

1s4 M. O. Hammond, "Ontario and euebec: A Contrast
ions and Backgroundsr" Canadian Maqazine 41, 61913), 544-45.

les Ibid., s44-45;549.

in Opin-
(october
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A simirar perspective was published in Macrean's maga-

zine, in an article by publisher John Bayne Macrean. Macre-

an's writings v¡ere in part motivated by a deriberate
recruitment effort; he perceived himserf as part of the

instructional campaign which arerted Engrish canadians to
the dangers of the German enemy and the threat to canadian

democracy' rn his articles of 1917, he described the yÍar

opposition in French canada in approximately the same terms

as did Hopkins and Hammond. one articre urged that an

active recruiting campaign be impremented in euebec. rn the

same article, he described the French canadian as a simple
peasant, "taken advantage of by political carpetbaggers.rtle6

The "noisy agitators", he felt, did not represent the opin-
ion of the province of Quebec. French canadians, in reali-
ty, were "a good-living, industrious, Ioyal, and hard-work-

ing people. They âre simple, honest, trusting, and,

therefore, easily imposed upon.rrleT Because of their simple

nature and their particular fondness for oratory, French

canadians were easily swayed by politicar orators. To coun-

teract the effects of Nationarist rhetoric in euebec, Macle-

an proposed a pubricity campaign to awaken the French cana-

dian masses to the German threat and to stimurate the

recruitment effort in that province.les

1 s 6 {9hn Eayne Maclean, "Conscription in euebec , " Maclean's,
30, 12 (October 1917), 37.

1s7 rbid. , 38.

1s8 lbid., 31 , 2 (December 1917) , 92.
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Hopkins, Hammond and Macrean subscribed to a portrayal or
image of the French canadian "race" that emphasized the sim-
pre nature of the French canadian rurar dwerler or habitant.
This perception of French canadians emphasized the "immut-
ability" of the French canadian population, or the berief
that French canadians were curturarry impermeabre to Ànglo-
canadian concerns, and hence had to be either educated to
their duties to canada or coerced into carrying them out.
rn contrast to those who depicted racial and religious
hatred in French canada for everything British, they empha-

sized a peaceabre Quebec prone to victimization by urban,

anarchic and sociaristic erements. euebec, they berieved,
would understand its true duty to canada once presented with
a proper information campaign and provided with the right
readership, preferably from members of their own race who

supported recruitment. Laurier in particular came under

attack for not providing the appropriate readership at this
critical moment, arong with sir Lomer Gouin to a lesser
extent. An article in the christian Guardian accused Lauri-
er and Gouin of pracing "poritics uber alres" in refusing to
commit themselves to the recruitment effort in euebec.lse

Few in the English canadian popurar media deviated from

this traditional perception of French canadians, or from the
fear of the volatile combination of nationalist rhetoric and

an impressionabre popuration. under the best of conditions,
French canadians vrere described as an asset to the canadian

lss Christian Guardian, 88, 36 (September 5, 1917), 16.
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pority, the "conservative reavening portion of the Domin-

ion's popuration.'r200 Many Engrish canadians reported that
most of the anti-conscription trouble in euebec was the

result of Nationarist agitation, and that French canadians

on the whore were basicarry cooperative and inherentry rawa-

biding canadians. The presbvterian witness reported that
"rowdyism and viorence have outraged the rawabiding senti-
ments of the French-canadian people, in whom respect for
authority is armost a instinct.rt2ol R. w. Arrin, editor of
the canadian churchman, found it "manifestly unfair" to
describe arr French canadians as disloyar, but expressed

concern with the poisoning infruence that yras driving a

large section of the French canadian popuraÈion to disroyal-
ty.2oz rt was also difficult, wrote Arlin, to counteract the

Nationalist agitation "among a people who take so rittre
interest in what goes on in other parts of the world, and

who do so litt1e independent thinking.n2os

BuÈ the war and in particurar the Nationarist anti-war
campaign led some Èo regard euebec as naturally voratire and

leaderress. Quebec was regarded with some apprehension,

even by those who were initially sympathetic to French cana-

da. r f there were any deviations in the image, it vras in
Èhe degree of responsibility attributed to French canadians

20o Hammond, 547-48.
20 1 Presbvterian Witness , 70, 37 (September

20z Canadian Churchman, 43, 50 (December 14,
203 rbid., 44, 25 (June 21, 1917), 391.

15, 1917',), 1.

1916), 791 .
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themselves for their olrn folly. However, in some circres,
resolving the war crisis was seen as a matter of providing

the proper political education to a people with no natural
or poritical inclination toward the wâ8. English canadian

persuasion courd subsequently firr in the vacuum reft by the

failure of French canadian leadership, and currently occu-

pied by French Canadian nationalism.

The Bonne Entente movement was perceived as one way of
filring in this vacuum. J. M. Godfrêyr an ontario busi-
nessman who was one of the movement's founders, conceived of

this movement as an attempt to provide the appropriate edu-

cation to a reructant French canada. He berieved that once

French canadians recognized the wartime imperative and their
obrigations to the Empire, recruitment could only folrow.
whire the movement was more generally promoted as a means of
improving English-French relations, Godfrey perceived the
movement to bring the recruitment message to French Canadian

readership.2oa The spirit of cooperation between Engrish and

French canadians which resulted from the movement nas per-
haps more substantial Èhan the meetings themserves. The

meetings turned into a verbar affirmation of goodwirl by the

participants, and avoided the subject of conscription as too

controversiar.2os The French canadian representatives r¡ere

praised in the Engrish canadian press for the goodwirl and

204 Bray, "A Conflict of Nationalismsr" 19; Cameron, "The
Bonne Entente Movementr" 44-45.

2os Bray, "A Conflict of Nationalisms," 19-20.
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cooperation they exhibited, and the movement was hailed as

an example of the abirity of English and French canadians to
cooperate for common purposes.206

Few attempts were made to counteract the image of rurar,
conservative Quebec as depicted in the Engtish canadian pop-

ular press. The star l{eekrv perhaps attempted to direct
English canadian perceptions of French canada toward the

modernization of the province, while other sources spoke of
technological and agricurturar development and innovation,
as did the London edition of the Farmers' Advocate and Home

Review. A regurar column in that paper by "Agricòra"
described Quebec as a mixture of rural backwardness and

"exceptionar efficiencyr" and on one occasion wrote that the

characteristics of the habitant lent themserves to the

development and innovation of agriculture in the prov-
ince.2o7 However, French canada vlas generarry described as

curturally and poriticatly isorated from the rest of canada,

in a way reminiscent of earlier descriptions of euebec as a
medievar haven in an progressive Àngro-Saxon sea. The

inherent characÈeristics of French canadians were spoken of
as factors militating against vrar recruitment, while more

practicar matters, such as the low level of conscriptabre
men in the province, were rarery mentioned. rf racial iso-

206 9.., lql.example, the Christian Guardian, 88, 31 (August
1. t . _1917_)-, 7; Canadian Ctrurct¡man, ¿¿ r' 3 (January-18,
19171, 36.

207 Farmerst
ïHãïõuãr
(December

Advocate and Homeffi7);î695;
6, 1917), 1ggg.

Review (tondon edition), 52
52 (November 15, 1797-98; 52
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lation was responsibre, in the eyes of Engrish canada, for
the apathy and antagonism toward recruitment in euebec, the

solutions to the problem varied. usuarly the problem of
French canadian enlistment was approached according to the

imperative seen in Engrish canada to commit the resources of
the country to the conduct of the war effort.

Nonetheless, French canadians courd stirl be depicted as

subject to their own racial folty, and expected to face the

consequences of their own recalcitrance. the canadian

churchman described Quebec as "furL of emotion, poetry,
romancer historical Èradition" and as being primariry con-

cerned with the preservation of the French canadian race

from English canadian domination. As understandable as

French canadian self-preservation was, the canadian church-
man still warned that the French canadian refusal to enlist
could have repercussions for French canadian privileges for-
lowing the war. other sources such as the christian Guardi-
an warned that Quebec stood to pay a high poritical price
for its insularity. rn short, French canadians could pay

for their fo1ly through disfranchisement.



Chapter V

''THEIR FAIR SHARE'': QUEBEC AND MILITÀRY
REcrSTRÀTION, 1917

By the summer of 1917, most English canadians agreed that
the province of Quebec shourd not be arrowed any special
privireges or exempÈions from compulsory registration,
whether from registration under the Nationar service Àct or
from selective conscription. During this period, English
canadian popular opinion moved increasingly in the direcÈion
of supporting a union government. Many English canadians

called for an increased governmental and popular effort in
the prosecution of the war, and for the virtuarly comprete

mobil-ization of canadian resources f or the vrar ef f ort. À

letter written to the ca¡adian churchman, for insÈance,

found the movement toward.compursory service to be "sociar-
istic", but necessary in light of the war emergency.2oB Can-

adian pubric opinion graduarry moved from the principle of
voluntary registration toward the previousry unthinkabre
concept of government-enforced registration.

Quebec's reputation for opposing compulsory service is by

now firmly entrenched in the historical riterature. Most

periodicals agreed Èhat the number of French canadian par-
ticipants in the conflict was considerabry rower than the

208 Letter by F. H. DuVernet, prince Rupert, B. C., to the
Canadian Churchman, 44, 22 (Uay 31, 1glli, 3S3.
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number of Engrish canadian combatants. white no specific
figures exist on French canadian enristment, available
sources indicate that the number of French Canadian recruits
!úas significantly lower than those from English Canada.2os

The province of Quebec, of course, was not the only visible
source of opposition to compulsory service. Farm and rabour

groups also resisted the measure, or asked for speciar con-

sideration where the need for labour was particularly press-

ing. Furthermore, many French canadians initialry responded

enthusiasticarly to the voruntary recruitment effort. How-

ever, Quebec received the brunt of Engrish canadian resent-
ment, since the prominent Nationalists had a long record of
opposing canadian involvement in imperial warfare. More

than British loyalty was invorved in the English canadian

backrash against the province of euebec. Rather, the "prob-
rem of Quebec" was contained in the English canadian nation-
alistic response to the war, and was incorporated into the

increasing powers given to the canadian government in the
course of prosecuting the war. As the country accepted the
need for conscription, the position Èaken by euebec became

more and more untenable, and more out of line with canadian

war commitments and responsibilities.

20s Brown and Cook, Canada 1896-1921, explain the relative
lag in recruitment in rrenèh canada ãnd the different
conceptign" of loyalty to Canada in euebec and English
Canada (262-265). See also J. L. Granatstein and J. M.
Hitsman, .Broken Promises: A .Historv of Conscription in
Canada, (Toronto: oiford un-iveiãï-ry eresffi.-



The "resentment" seen in

ince of Quebec, however, was

suspicion and intolerance of

of English Canadian society.

Some journals, like the Canadian Churchman, appeared gen-

uinely sympathetic to the raciar differences between Engrish

and French canadians, and in general respected the character
brought by French canada to the canadian nation. However,

the canadian churchman also supported the increasing commit-

ment to the war effort, and believed in the necessity of

conscription. The opposition and generar lack of enthusiasm

in the province of Quebec for the intensified recruitment
drive was attributed to Quebec's raciar isolation, as well
as to the impact of Nationalist politics. The province of

Quebec was depicted as insurated from Èhe general confricti
the habitant, a docile rurar farmer susceptibre to poritical
manipulaÈion. rnitiarry, the canadian churchman placed the

responsibirity for the lack of enthusiasm in euebec on the

province's poritical readers. The province's leaders had

failed to enphasize the urgency of Èhe military campaign and

the need for further recruitment. without this readership,

the habitant remained in a state of ignorance and isol-a-

tion.2lo
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different phenomenon than the

small but vociferous segment

21o Canadian Churchman, 44, 10 (March 8, 1917), 150.
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As time r.¡ore oDr the canadian churchman produced a harsh-

er verdict against the province of euebec. Às the Reverend

David wilriams put it, "rs the rest of canada to have its
poricy in the war dominated by Èhe sracker-province of eue-

bec?" witliams argued in favour of suspending the franchise
in French canada if the province refused to bear an appro-

priate share of the enristment burden.2 1 1 witriams also
insisted that the province of euebec be compelled Èo forl,ow

the "wirl of the majority" in the conscription erection of
1917, and Èhat Quebec not be permitted exemption on the

basis of racial status. The consequence of euebec's refusal
to shourder "her fair share" would be the deniar of the
privileges of Canadian citizenship.

Editoriars throughouÈ the canadian churchman argued that
French canadians had a duty to enlist in fairness to those

who did enrist, or suffer the consequences of disfranchise-
ment.. one editoriar carred upon Laurier and upon the catho-
lic church in Quebec to influence recruiting among French

canadians.2 1 2 The inhabitants of euebec yrere not herd

entirely responsible for their rack of enthusiasm. "specta-
tor" reiterated in one corumn that the province of euebec,

lacking appropriate and responsible readership, never had a

chance to formulaÈe a proper opinion about canadian wartime

obrigations.2r3 Nonetheress, the urgent need for enristment

211 rbid. ,

212 rbid.,
213 rbid.,

44, 26

44, 2

346.

(June 28, 1917'), 408.

(uay 31, 19171, 343.
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demanded that French Canadians accept their responsibitity
towards the sordiers at the front and towards common canadi-

an goaIs.

We have high hopes that when lFrench Canadian]
Ieaders will only risk something in leading, these
people will be in the forefront of the deience of
Canada, and when peace has been est,ablished they
will have won for themselves a right to high
influence in shaping the policies of our common
country. 2 I a

The price of faiting Èo carry out wartime obligations yras

high. The same source alleged that "the French-canadian has

more to rose from the point of view of his ideals and race

than any other element among Canadians, " and he would take a

stand if he wanted to save "everything he holds dear". Fur-

thermore, if French Canada wanted the protection of the

imperial umbrerla, then French canadians wourd accept Èheir

imperial responsibilities.

The Canadian Churchman was not the only source to link
French canadian participation in the war to future citizen-
ship privileges. Total commitment to the war effort was

also dernanded by the Methodist Christian Guardian, which

foresaw a post-war realization of the commonweal. The

nationalism of the Christian Guardian, and, to a lesser

extent, the Canadian Churchman, contained the idealism and

moral fervour often associated with the reform of Canadian

society. The zeal with which the former source in particu-
lar threw itself into the war effort did not allow for popu-

21 4 Ibid. , 347 .
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lar opposition to conscription, particurarly not from eue-
bec. The christian Guardian in particurar carried on a

zealous campaign against anti-conscriptionism in euebec.
The christian Guardian supported not only conscription, but
found a racial and religious commonality of purpose on the
battlefierds of France. one editorial described how the
interaction of nations and rerigions at the front represent-
ed the realization of the "Commonweal":

There we have British, French, Russian, Sene-galese, Indians, all fighting side by side, and
Greek Catlolics, Roman Catholics, .Tews, and prot-
estants of all descriptions are fighting side byside in the great battle for freedom.2ls'

Moreover, the same editorial drew pararrers between this
spirituar cooperation in France and the need to deverop the
commonweal in Canada:

And in canada to-day we have the same mixture ofraces and even a greater variety of religiousbe1i9fs, and we must learn to work togethei forthe development of highest racial and rerigiousidears. we cannot rid ourserves of the variõtiesof berief; lre may learn to co-operate effectiveryfor the common weál. 2 1 6

The moral fervour of the christian Guardian was very much

in evidence during this peri od.217 The province of euebec

nas viewed with particurar resentment in the christian
Guardian in the case of serective conscription, where the
christian Guardian warned that euebec should not expect any

215 Christian Guardian, BB, 19 (uay g, 1917')r 5-6.
216 rbid.
217 FoI example, editoriars such as "The coming Democracy"

and "The New Earth" attest to the sense of mission witr¡
which the Christian Guardian approached the vrar.
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privileged treatment in the drafting of conscription regis-
lation.

the fact to put over against euebec's oppositionis the...undoubted fact that the rest óf Canadastrongly favors selective conscription... Ànd therest of Canada is in a very poor mood at thepresent time patiently to put up yrith any assump-tions of the right to dictate oñ the pait of ti¡e
Province of Ouebec. 2 I I

Ouebec was depicted as one of the two major obstacles to
the conscription campaign, the other being partisan quar-
relling. z t s The Roman cathoric church in particular vras

regarded as infruencing the anti-conscription campaign in
Quebec, notably the rower clergy who activery discouraged

recruitment in the rural areas of euebec. The christian
Guardian did indeed seem to berieve that French canadians
were capabre of exercising "real readership" in the con-
scription campaign, but that they deliberatety refused to do

so. The christian Guardian in general seemed to regard

French canadians as foll-owing the directives of the euebec

clergy in the conscription matter, and warned French canadi-
ans periodically of the consequences of doing so.

Montrear correspondent Edith M. Luke, on the other hand,

was more conciliatory toward French canada than the Method-

isÈ journal's editors. she likewise perceived an absense of
direction in the province of euebec, save from the demagog-

uery of French canadian Nationarist politics. Disappointed

,1 t rbid. , BB, 22

21s rbid., BB, zz

(uay 30, 19171, 5.

(March 30, 1917), 5.
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in the absense of a "sane, we}l-baranced, patrioÈic French-

man" to read the province, she attributed French canadian

opposition not to the clergy, but to the influence of Bou-

rassa and Le Devoir. she contended that "the Nationalists
are the sinn Feiners of this province, and, if we are not

careful, we shall be rent asunder like IreIand."22o The

Roman cathoric clergy, meanwhire, ÍJere to brame "for oppos-

ing compursory education, therefore keeping French canadians

illiterate and in the dark. This, of course, leaves French

canadians susceptibre to the anti-conscription messages in
the French newspapers.tt22r Finally, she indicted Laurier and

Gouin for fairing to provide responsibre readership in the

conscription campaign and for dividing euebec from the rest
of canada. she urged that Engrish canadians take these fac-
tors into account and treat the province of euebec with
"understanding and goodwill .tt 222

The christian Guardian in general was ress torerant than

its Montrear counterpart. An editorial accused French cana-

dians of attempting to dominate the policy of canada, and

stated that a Quebec dominated by crericar and anti-gritish
interests was detrimentar to the "wise and righteous govern-

ment of the country." rt ï¡as "unreasonabre" to expect cana-

da to arlow Quebec to exercise undue infruence over the

220 rbid., 88, 33 (August 15, 1917r, 19.

?21 rbid.
222 rbid., 88, 33 (August 15, 1917), 19.
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nation during this crisis period.223 simirarry, a solid eue-
bec was depicted as the key obstacle to union government.

The chrisÈian Guardian could contradict itserf at timesr ât
one point citing the raciar isoration of the province as a
reason for patience toward euebec. But the apparentry cath-
olic-motivated refusar to enrist rendered the province a

danger to the governance of the Dominion during the war cri-
sis. consequently, a raciarry isolated and cathoric-domi-
nated province, lacking the appropriate spirit and reader-
ship, shourd not be permitted to exercise infruence in the
conduct of the wartime government.

Not everyone agreed that French canadians vrere a danger

to the wartime administration of the country. However, like
the canadian churchman, the presbvterian witness of Harifax
agreed that French canadians shourd be made to accept the
enactment of compulsory registration, despite the inherent
resistence to conscription within the province. The pres-

bvterian witness advocated fairness and tolerance in English
canadian dearings with Èhe situation within euebec, but
asserted that Quebec must be dealt with "firmly and equita-
bry" in the matter of compulsory service. French canadian

recarcitrance Ìras not to be viewed with any degree of torer-
ance. one articre stated that "citizenship shourd invorve
responsibility for the defence of the state as werl as for
the support of its institutions. " The position of the pres-

bvterian witness was that euebec, if necessary, must be com-

223 lbid., 88, 49 (December 12, 19171, S.
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pelled to take up its military obligations by the state.22a

The Presbvterian witness added that if euebec were to
remain anti-conscriptionist, then Èhe province must suffer
the political consequences after the war.

Those who deLermine otherwise should be taught aIesson on the duties of citizenship which theywill not soon forget. We cannot affõrd to permii
disloyalty to be fostered in the heart ol our
Dominion, and the sooner it is dealt with the bet-ter....The man who declines to fulfil the full
duties of citizenship should not be allowed any
say in the government of this country.

But the Presbvterian witness also berieved that for the most

part, the province of Quebec was prepared to do its duty in
the confIict, and that "the difficulties in the province of

Quebec seem to have been greatly exaggerated. " French cana-

dians were regarded as basically lawabiding, as a peopre "in
whom respect for authority is armost an instincÈ". Any dif-
ficulties in Quebec were bramed on anarchists rather than on

the provincial mood or on racial shortcomings, and the pres-

bvterian Witness even noted with satisfaction that
Public men, including even NationalisÈ leaders,
are counselling strict obedience to the law. They
know that organized resistance would defeat its
own purpose, and morally ,isolate the province f rom
the Dominion.22s

Quebec, however, conÈinued to be advised that the best

interests of the province lay in cooperating with the rest
of the Dominion. The future of euebec's citizenship in the

Dominion depended upon its involvement in the conscription

224 Presbvterian witness, 70, 21

22s lbidr 70r 37 (September 15,

(uay 26, 1917'), 1.

1917), 1.
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process. Disfranchisement was suggested as the appropriate
remedy for ignoring the "duties of citizenship" and encour-

aging a policy which amounted to disloyalty.226 The pres-

bvterian witness went a step further in stating that narrow

provincial interests in the crisis must necessarily be sub-

ordinated to national ends.227

other sources in the Engtish canadian rnedia echoed the
opinion that Quebec not be given exempt status in the dever-
opment of a policy of selective conscription, and that if
conscription must be enacted, then euebec shourd be obrigat-
ed to accept whatever poricy was decided upon by the majori-
ty. Agrarian periodicars such as the Grain Growers' Guide

and the London and winnipeg editions of the Farmer's Àdvo.-

cate and Home Review agreed that a selective conscription
poricy should be enforced in euebec, if it l¡ere to be imple-
mented in the rest of the country.228 During the erection,
however, these sources also arleged that the issue of euebec

v¡as being exploited by partisan poritics, and that partisan
politics was the real source of racial disunity.22e Despite

the reservations about conscription declared in these sourc-

226 lbid., 70, 37 (august 18, 1917r, 1.

227 lbid., 70, 45 (November 10, 1917), 4.
228

229

lE!ryet's Advocate ?nd Home Review, (London
1293 (.ruty 5, 19í7r, 1.

See Farmer's Advocate andÈion)-2,-TzßiTË.JãnT
Guide , May . 23 , 1917 , 893 . The i ssues of partl sanãtrE
and conscription of wealthand conscription of wearth received greater editoriar
space in these journals than did the "problem of eue-bec".

ce in t
tt

Home Review (winnipeg edi-
19141 ,--337 i Grain- Giowers'

edition) , 52,
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ês r common cause vras not declared with the province of Que_

bec. The agrarian journals were more rikely to bind the
province of Ouebec Èo conscription in the interests of fair-
ness to those who had enristed in other parts of the coun-
try. This was indicated by the London edition of the Farm-

er's Àdvocate, whose editorial proclaimed that an "unfair
conscription ni11 be resented much more strongly than an Act
which appries to arr men and alr resources on a fair
basis.'r23O

For other English canadians Èhe importance of national
unity and harmony between the English and French races in
canada outweighed nationar wartime imperatives toward com-

pulsory service. National unity ray in an attempt to create
understanding between the two races, rather than enhancing
the divisive features of English-French relations. This
attitude appeared in the Toronto-based presbvterian and

westminster, another periodical characterized by the social
and rerigious idealism of the period. rn contrast to the
christian Guardian and the presbvterian witness, the pres-
bvter ian and . I{estminster y¡as conc i r iatory rather than
inframmatory. euebec was neither patriotic nor an undesira-
bre influence in the canadian state. The presbyterian peri-
odicar openly chastized those who impLied that anti-con-
scriptionism r¡as limited to euebec, and appeared abre to
accept the Roman catholic presence in the province as

23o Farmer's Àdvocate and Home Review (London edition), sz,i ry s;î9îtF.t.
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yrelr. 2 3 1 The Presbvterian and westminster r however,

expressed concern about the deep racial divisions within the
country, and about orange and Nationarist tensions in par-
ticular.

In the providence of God we have in Canada twopredominant races, differing in language andreligion. Human nature, being what it i"r- it isno! ea!y, under such conditions, to keep the peace
and build up a united nation. But the taék is
made twofold harder by such unnecessary and pro-
vocative utterances as those to which we have nowreferred.232

For'the Presbvterian and westminster, nationar harmony

was to be found in the spirit of christian unity. The gos-
per l¡as depicted as hording the key to breaking down the
raciar divisions of Èhe country. The preservation of racial
unity, furthermore, was a precursor to canadians fulfirring
their "appointed destiny among the nations of the worLd.rr233

the Presbvterian and westminster, rather than calring atten-
tion to raciar distinctionsr appeared to common national
interests to provide a basis for mutual cooperation. The

attitude of the periodicar may be summarized in the follow-
ing exerpt: "...it is not race and ranguage that separate

us in canada. rf we could rearize the motto, 'canada for
christ', the christ of the Bible, the living christ, y¡e

would find the way to unity."2s4

231 Presbvterian and Westminster, March 29, 1g17, 3S1.

232 Ibid.
233 lbid., 2, 25 (December 27, 1917), 602.
23a 1bid., 1, 23 (June 21, 1916), 7ZS.
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The conscription question ignited the presbvterian and

westminster's support of voruntary registration. However,

the Presbvterian and westminster appeared to avoid the calr
for compulsory enlistment for as rong as possibte. During
the crisis, the presbyterian and westminster continued to
appeal for understanding and racial harmony. euebec was

perceived as having equar and great status beside the Eng-

lish race in the nation. whire admitting to being baffred
by the problem of resolving race tensions, the periodical
continued to appeal for unity between the "thro great races
which have buirt up the Dominion.r'23s It would be impossible
for one race to dominate the other over the conscription
i ssue.

The Presbvterian and westminster joined most of English
canadian public opinion in finding raciar causes for French

canadian apathy. French canadians lacked the sentimental
attachment to the Empire experienced by Engrish canadians.

"The French-canadian is noÈ to be blamed for thisr" asserted
one editorial. "rt is in the nature of things." Not being
gritish, the French canadian racked "Èhe carl of the gritish
blood.rr236 The French canadian also cherished "his language,

his religion, his institutions" and feared submergence by

the English-speaking nations.237 The French canadian resis-
tence Èo the imperiar rhetoric was understandable in right

23s rbid.,
236 Ibid.,
237 Ibid.

1,

2,

24 (;uty

3 (July
5, 1917r, 6.

19, 1917), 61.
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of the need for French canadians for racial serf-preserva-
tion in an English-speaking world, and arso in light of the
absense of racial ties to the Empire.

The Presbvterian and westminster, arthough royar to the
British empire, refused to indict euebec for unpatriotic
activity, despite the disapprovar of "slackers" of any race

or rerigion. zse This refusar coincided with a genuine dis-
taste for the idea of compursory service, and the presbyte-

rian and westminster onry reLuctantry accepted the view that
the government should be permitted to act on conscription
without consurting the people.23s Throughout 1917, the peri-
odical continued to avoid suggestions of compelring euebec

into service¡ €ither through tegisration or threat. The

Presbvterian and I{estminster also was prepared to consider

Quebec's argument against noninvorvement in an imperiar vrar

as a credibre nationarist alternative. The periodical care-
furly avoided isolating and condemning euebec; to do so

would have meant an exascerbation of the racial conflict
that the Presbvterian and westminster wished to avoid.

The argument that racial confrict between the Engrish and

French was to be avoided, not onry to enhance national unity
during the crisis, but in the interests of fairness to eue-
bec, was articulated by George wrong in his artícre, "The

Bi-Linguar Problem in canadar" printed in the collection of

238 rbid.,
23e rbid.,

1, 3 (March

24 (June1,

29, 19171 , 351 .

28, 1917) , 741 .
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essays edited by J. o. Miller, The New Era in canada.

wrong, a supporter of conscription and of aiding the British
empire, nonetheless warned that the crisis in the country
endangered nationar stability. Furthermore, due torerance
shourd be shown French canadians during the crisis, since
the province of Quebec enjoyed the theoreticar status of one

of the two great races which had founded the Dominion.

wrong praced the two races on a ÈheoreÈicarry equal footing,
even though he continued to conceive of French canadians as

an actual minority to be treated with openness and tolerance
on the part of Engrish canada.240 undermining the French

canadian race wourd be, in effect, to split the country
apart; wrong also avoided impricating French canada as the

sole insÈigator of the conscription controversyr stating
that adequate reasons existed for the reructance of French

Canadians to enlist en masse.241

That the province of euebec deserved the fair treatment
to be accorded to minorities under the Canadian constitution
yras the burden of the Northwest Review. rn response to
demands made ersewhere in English canada that euebec be com-

pelled to accept compulsory tegisration, the ltinnipeg-based

catholic paper portrayed euebec as entiÈred to the protec-
tion of any minority in canada.242 The Northwest Review

championed Èhe rights of euebec as a minority province, and

24o I{rong, "The Bi-Lingual euestion, " 2Sg.

241 Ibid., za4-4s.
242 Northwest Review, 31, 9 (January 16, 1917), B.
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furthermore consistentry portrayed the recruitment record in
Quebec as more than adequate, arguing that both enthusiasm

and the number of recruiÈs vlas high. zas rf there vras any

substantial opposition in euebec to conscription, it was

"not a prot,est against canada taking part in the war--it is
evidence of strong and serious objection in the methods

emproyed by the administration.'244 rn other words, it !{as

erroneous Èo perceive euebec as the sole source of anti-con-
scription sentiment, and euebec was actuarry protesting the
opportunism of the Borden government and partisan poritics,
and the undemocratic nature of conscription regislation.

The Northwest Review blamed the Borden government and the
eastern canadian press for inciÈing racial and religious
quarrers between English and French, and for provoking
antagonism at a time when national unity was needed to sus-
tain the war effort. euebec's sensitivity to the conscrip-
tion issue v¡as described as being largery defensive, and the
product of politicar brundering and mishandling of the
recruitment effort by the Borden government, particularly in
the appointment of sir sam Hughes as minister of miti¡i¿.24s
Racial causes were only occasionalry cited as reasons for
French canadian failure to wholehearÈedry endorse the war

effort. For instance, iÈ was stated that French canadians

243 See, for instance,
2, 1916), 1;30, 45

244 rbid., 31, 30 (ttay

245 rbid. , 31, 33 (June

Northwest Review, 30, 43 (September
lEeptembeffiisll): 1.-
26, 1917' , 8.

16, 1917r, 4.
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lacked the sentimental attachment of Engrish canadians for
the Empire. Furthermore, French Canadians were described as

an agricurtural peopre unaccustomed to war. Às werr, having
been separated from France for so rong, euebec arso racked

the sentimentar ties to the mother country which would stim-
ulate French canadians to enrist in her aido246 T{hen racial
considerations were invoked, however, they were to further
irrustrate that the reasons for French canadian opposition
fetr within the bounds of rogic, and that French canadians
could not be compelled to fight a war rùithout taking into
account their peculiar racial circumstances.

Eventuarry, the Northwest Review endorsed conscription,
when it became clear that conscription legislation yras una-
voidabre, and also urged opponents in the province of euebec

to accept the policy endorsed by the 1917 election. Àt one

point, the argument from the responsibirities of citizenship
was invoked to support the passing of the Military service
Bill. "The right to protection," ran the editoriar written
on the eve of the Military service Act, "carries with iÈ the
duty of defending the liberties enjoyed. He who ¡vould ref-
use to do his share when carled upon would therefore forfeit
every right to citizenshig.tt2+z rn the end, even for the
Northwest Review, the duties of citizenship outweighed

minority rights in the matter of compulsory registration.

246 rbid., 30, 43

247 Ibid. , 31 , 16

(September 2, 1916r,
(February 24, 1917),

1.

8.
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In the English canadian poputar press, the raciar attri-
buÈes of French canadians could either be a cause or a rniri-
tating factor as an expranation for the province's apparent-
ty row war recruitment record, and for the general opposi-
tion seen to conscription within the province. For some,

the situation in Quebec nas more troublesome than for oth-
ers. French canadians could be perceived as attempting to
impose their will on the Dominion, and as deriberatery
impeding the assistance rendered to the gritish war effort.
For others, French canadians needed to be held to their yrar-

time obrigations, or lose the privireges of citizenship.
Yet others perceived French canadians as naturarly disin-
clined to participation in a British war, and instructed
that the French canadian perspective be taken into account

in attempting to reason with the province.

However, other dimensions informed the Engrish canadian

outlook. The wider cultural dêbate appears to have been

between accepting conscription as part of the duties of cit-
izenshipr oF applying serective conscription to take into
account the rights of the minority. uttimatery, the problem

of Quebec lras combined during the conscription crisis with
the imperative attached to the prosecution of the v¡ar

effort, and to compursory registration. More than euebec's
duty to canada rúas invorved in the demand that French cana-

dians do their fair share. euebec's place in the Dominion

!úas also at stake. During the crisis, Engrish canadians
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courd demand that French canadians lose the privireges of

citizenship, and be confined to their province; others courd

insist that the dual race status of canada be retained and

that Quebec be treated with the conciliation befitting the

status of French canadians as one of the two founding races.

The debate about French canadian conscription effectively
excruded the idea that a sorution could be found that merged

the best interests and best qualities of the two "founding
races". Any idea of a composite canadian character and a

fusion of the races would appear to have become irrerevant
to the debate.



Chapter VI

THE FRENCH CANADIAN "NÀTION" IN THE ENGLISH
CANADIAN MIND

Following the results of the "khaki election", English cana-

dians who had previousry decrared harshry against French

canada suddenly stressed the need for reconciriation with
French canada. Elizabeth Àrmstrong's The crisis of ouebec

confirms this impression, stating that forrowing the Decem-

ber 1917 election, coverage of euebec in English canadian

daily neyrspapers was all but abandoned. Armstrong attri-
butes the virtual cessation of editoriar commentary on eue-
bec to a general censorship imposed in Aprir 191g on canadi-
an net{spapers by the union government under war measures

legislation.248 More importantly, however, v¡as the of f iciar
poricy of conciliation towards Ouebec. The issue of euebec

did not drop entirely out of sight, but the magazines that
had previously been so obsessive about French-English rela-
tions virtuarly abandoned their discussions of euebec by

January 1918.

The few articles that discussed French canada vrere arso
conciriatory. Even the christian Guardian guardedly encour-

aged a conciliatory approach toyrard the province of euebec:

248 Àrmstrong, The Crisis of Ouebec, Z4Z.
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Àt this time of strained feeling the advice that
$re in the other parts of Canada refrain from say-ing the unkind and offensive thing about our
French-Canadian feIlow citizens is sáne and alto-gether Christian counsel. The further suggestion
that vre try seriously to come to a bettei under-
standing and more sympathetic appreciation of them
should be heard and heeded with all sincerity....A
spirit of reasonabre and interrigent conciriation
seems to be the demand of the hour.2ae

The canadian churchman editorialized that "bitter feelings
and reckless language" wourd onry widen the racial breach

lef t by the rdar.25o similarly, "spectator" enjoined English
canadians to treat French canada with fairness and respect
for the French canadian faith and traditions, stating to
Engrish canadian readers that "if anyone hopes to make prot-
estants and Britons out of French-canadians he is chasing a

chimera.rr25l saturdav Niqht, rong a bitter opponent of the

Quebec Roman catholic clergy and of French canadian naÈion-

arism, arso added a comparatively conciriatory note to its
post-election editoriars. whire blaming the crergy and pub-

1ic figures for the racial divisions between English and

French canada, the paper commented that "lpoliticar] cleav-
age on racial lines is at all times unfortunate, and it is a

sad commentary on our present-day enrightenment that wêr

somehow or other, find it difficult to rive together in
peace, honor and contentment.tt2s2 saturdav Niqht's editori-

24s christian
editorial,
her share"

2so Canadian Churchman , 44, 51 (December 20, 1917') , 816.
2s i lbid., 45, 1 (January 3, 1918), 6.

of purpose.

Guardian, 89, 2 (January 9, 1918)
however, also insisted that euebecto achieve peace, good will and

, 5. The
had to "do

commonal ity
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ars contained words of praise for Èhose euebec-based neyrspa-

pers that pubricly supported union government and the accep-

tance of the Military Service ¡s¡.2s3

shortly after, a commentary in the same paper accused

Quebec of being "out of step" with the resÈ of canada by not

having voted for union government.2s4 clearry Engrish-French

tensions were not greatly diminished or alreviated as a

result of the new attitude of conciriation. The aftermath
of the crisis provided the opportunity for some Engrish can-

adians to rethink English-French rerations, and to provide

suggestions for modifying the raciarism with which Engrish

canadians viewed French canada. The need appeared to be for
Engrish canadians to estabrish better relations with their
French canadian counterparts, by softening the barriers pre-
sented by race and aitning for cooperation based on education

and undersLanding. Throughout, the racial temperament of

Quebecr âs perceived by Engrish canadians, lras never modi-

fied. Rather, Engrish-canadians were asked to soften their
outrook toward Èhe racial differences of the province of

Quebec, in order to enhance cooperation in common goals.

one of the postwar spokesmen in favour of race reconciri-
ation was George M. wrong. wrong, arways a syrnpathetic stu-
dent and defender of French canadians, !{as a spokesnan in

252 Saturdav Niqht, December 29r 1917r 1.

2s3 rbid., 1.

254 rbid., January 5, 1918, 1.
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favour of submerging the individual differences between the

two races in favour of common national goals. In some ways,

wrong vras merely reiterating the "race fusion" outrook of
some years earlier. rn a 1925 address read before the cana-

dian Historical Association, he reminded historians that
English and French canadians shared similar racial origins,
and their differences had resulted from.environmental modi-

fications rather than from inherent biological differenc-
es.2s5 wrong's address contained a refutation of scientific
or biorogical racism as the basis of differences between the

French and Engrish in canada. He discounted the idea that
there were immutable racial barriers to keep apart the two

races, and the proof was the common racial ancestry of the

English and the French. The differences between Engrish and

French Canadians were cultural, not biological. Or, as

wrong stated, "The differences are those of education and

tradition. There is no mysterious gulf of race to be

bridged.'r256

rn Engrish canada, the European confrict had been

exprained as a conflict of nationalisms, and a simirar anal-
ysis was nolr being appried to Engrish-French relations in
canada. Perhaps wishing to avoid the ominous exampre of
recent European confrict, wrong found it imperative to be

conciliatory toward French canada after 1917. Doubtless the

2s5 George M. Wrong,
dian Historical

2sG Ibid.

"The Two Races in Canada"
Association Ànnual Report,

, in the Cana-
1925, 22.
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confrict of nationarisms in Europe was in wrong's thoughts
as he attempted to smooth over the concurrent Engrish-French
Èensions in canada. He urged readers in English canada to
remember the spirit of France in the war, and the "common

arregiance" which united England and France in the grim
struggle.2sT As welt as the common purpose which united Eng-

lish and French canadians, wrong urged canadians to remember

the spirit of the compact which had made Engrish and French

both officiar ranguages of canada. He suggested that Eng-

lish canadians, in recognition of this compact, should them-

selves become bilingual. 2s8

Here, he moved to a nevr lever of cooperation that recog-
nized distinction based on ranguage, rather than emphasizing
fusion. wrong, emphasizing conciriation between the two

races, called upon both English and French canadians to do

their share. He almost seemed content to let the two people

manage their respective curtures, and to depend upon common

nationar perspectives for racial harmony. He further reit-
erated that French canada be Èreated with the same torerance
shown to any minority under British rule, and suggested that
an educational campaign be conducted to promote better rera-
tions between the races.2ss speaking highty of the Bonne

Entente movement as an exampre of promoting cooperation
between the two races, r{rong indurged in the "comforting

257 rbid., 259.
258 Ibid
25s VÍrong, "The Two Races in Canada," 27.
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special dangers arouse special efforts to
rr26o Conciliation based on recognition of
not suppression, provided the answer t.o the

Èroubles of the war years.

o. D. skelton, meanwhire, writing in eueen's ouarterrv,
emphasized severar times that euebec as a province remained

culturarly distinct and isolated during the confrict, and

that much of this isoration had indeed been exacerbated by

Ànglo-saxon imperiarism and "centrarizing imperial schemes"

that had driven euebec into "the sherl of a narrovr provin-
ciarism.'r261 He fett that "sympathetic co-operation" courd
have brought English and French canadians together into a

"broad and positive canadianism," adding ironically that
"Quebec Nationalism is the other side of ontario rmperial-
ism."262 For skerton, conciriation meant the subordinating
of narrow minority and racial interests for the sake of a

wider canadianism. rn october 1919, he restated Èhis point,
writing that

If we can put foresight in place of drifting, andteam-pray in place of class and race and seðúionalwrangring, there is no reason why we cannot merelycarry the burdens of war but -grapple with thegreater tasks of peace, in the èrtólts to enabrecanada to take its furl share in the work of theworld and to make our country in reality a tana offreedom and equal opportunity... 263

26o Wrong, "The Bi-Iingual euestion,
261 O. D. Skelton, ,,Conscriptionr,,

(October-December 1917) ,- ZZ6.'
262 rbid.
263 Ibid., 26, 2(october 1919), z2g.

" 256.

Oueen' s Ouarterlv, 25, 2
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The raciar tensions of the bilingual schoors controversy
and the conscription issue prompÈed a repudiation of the
intorerant Ànglo-saxonism in much of English canada, as werl
as a repudiation of theories of biological determinism which

might have had a further detrímental impact on race rera-
tions between Engrish and French in canada. A popurar

staÈement of this repudiation, william Henry Moore's The

crash! â studv in Nationalities contained both these ere-
menÈs.26a Moore, a prolific writerr âD industrialist, and a

Liberal potitician, attempted to describe French canadians

as a cohesive, armost autonomous, nationarity, which he

described as a "national curture". Moore's description of
French canada emphasized the features which indeed made

French canada a "nationar culture", incruding linguistic,
racial and religious unity. Moore found this distinction to
be vitari he urged the recognition of French canada as a
nationality, and that French canada be Èreated as a distinct
nationality within the canadian nation for the purposes of
national harmony.26s

The crash! was an unschorarry but otherwise provocative
book. rt admonished English canadians in ontario for dis-
playing a "Prussian mentality" in the bilinguar schools
quest ion.

264 william Henry Moore,
ties, (Toronto: J. M.

26s rbid., 12-13.

The Clash! À Studv in Nationali-
Dent & Sons, Limited, 1918).
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In the unreasoning of Ontario and Manitoba, I can
find only a clear-cut adherence to the Germanprinciple, a supreme egotism of Teutonic sort in
exaggerating the necessity of the culture of the
majority and disregarding the value of the culture
of the minority, and above aII the insistence that
the dominant nationality--the twelve-to-one
superiority--shall always decide what is right.
Not even Treitschke has phrased the doctrine of
the supreme power of the State in bolder terms.266

Moore located the source of canadian raciaL problems in doc-

trines of raciar superiority herd in Engrish canada. Herein

"Iay the well of Canada's national trouble. To fix the

badge of inferiority upon a race is the unpardonabre sin of

nationalities.t'267' He stated that "immutable ethnicar dif-
ferences" had littre bearing on canada's raciar probrems,

which he perceived as a conflict of nationalisms rather than

the separation of the two races by racial barriers.268 Like

wrong, he subscribed to the theory of similarity of racial
origin between French and English canadians. His foray into
scientific raciarism, in which he contrast,ed the research of

Madison Grant and.1'abbe s.-4. Lortie of Lavar university,
led him to the concrusion that there were no rear raciar
distinctions between English and French canadians.26e Moore

repudiated Anglo-Saxonism entirelyr ,denouncing not only the

notion of raciar superiority but the belief in race purity.

266 rbid., 61 .

267 Ibid. , 60.

268 Ibid., 63.

26e rbid., 69-71.
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Moore's depiction of French canadians themselves was

often patronizing, but werl-intentioned. He described them

as a nearly homogeneous nationarity, emphasizing the racial,
linguistic and rerigious homogeneity within euebec to an

almost inordinate degree. He almost seemed to regard French
canada as a pure nationality, preserved in a way not seen on

Èhe European conti¡¡s¡¡.22o He overtry admired the French
canadian nationality, in particular admiring the romantic
and picturesque history of the province of euebec, and the
"tenacious wilr to preserve" characteristic of French cana-
dians.27 1 on the other hand, he regarded the French canadian
aptitude for trade and commerce as ress well honed than the
Engrish Protestant aptitude, arguing that "the French-cana_
dian is not ground to so fine a business edge in the church
schoor as the English-canadian in the state school.,, He

added the consoling thought that the French canadian student
was taught a better "phirosophy of life", and that perhaps
state educational faciliÈies were negrecting spiritual
Èraining in favour of practicar educat íon.zz z Moore added
nothing new to prior racial conceptions about the French
Canadian mentality and culture.

The review of The Clash!

Publications protested that
state of the Èreatment of

27 o rbid. ,

27 1 rbid. ,

27 2 rbid. ,

6.

11 -12 .

1 05-07.

in the Review of HisÈorical
Moore's parallel to the German

French Canadians vlas overstated
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and inappropriate.2T3 Moore indeed did appear deeply affect-
ed by the European conflict of nationarities, and asked Eng-

I i sh canadians not to f orce an Engl i sh mentar i ty on t.hu

minority French canadian group. He rikened the canadian

tensions to the prussian oppression of their minority
groups, and asked Engrish canadians to treat French canadi-
ans with a christian conscience and that the gritish princi-
pre of torerance for rninorities under gritish rure prevair.
He described it as immoral and unjust to "force" the French

Canadian nationality into an English-speaking mould.

"Modern Europe cannot allow a people to be seizedlike a herd of cattle; she cannot éontinue deaf tothe repeated protests of threatened nationalities,
she owes it to her instinct of self-preservation
to forbid such uses of power." So cried Alsace-
Lorraine in 1871 when on the verge of losing thefree exercise of those thoughts aña na¡its of-Iife
which were dearer to them than any other because
they were their own. So cries French Canada inontario and Manitoba to-day.27a

The revursion against the Anglo-saxon temperament was

also central to Percival Fellman Morley's Bridoinq the
chasm.27 s À public servant employed by the Department of
Health, Morley pubrished a book in 1919 which addressed the
conseguences of the bilinguar schoors and conscription
issues. Bridqinq the Chasm was Morley's only book; he

remained with the civil service until 1933, and died an

27 3 Reyieg of _ Historical publications Relatinq
vol. 22, 67-8.

274 lbid., 293-94.
275 Percival Fellman Morley, Bridqinq the Chasm:

the Ontario-Ouebec Ouestion, (ioronto: J.
Sons, Ltd., 1919), 31.

to Canada,

! Studv of
M. Dent &
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untimery death by drowning three years rater.276 Morrey also
salr the race crisis in canada as a fairing in the Angto-sa-
xon temperament, and criticized the intorerance for the
French canadian minority in Engrish-speaking canada, basing
his work on a repudiation of Àngro-saxonism and a concern

for the rights of the minority in Canadian society.

But Morrey was not speaking of a nationarity with an

equal share in the canadian nation. He described French

canada, arthough sympatheticarryr âs the "conquered race", a

race which unfortunaÈely had been isolated and' made defen-
sive by Engrish canadian attempts to assimilate them. Mor-

ley depicted French Canadians as

an isolated-people, adrifÈ from their motherland,
and stranded in a New l{orld arien to themselves iÁrace, language and religion and out of harmonywith their ideals; a minority continually haunteá
by the tragic pgssibility of rhe uttimale disap-pearance from this continent of their language añdcivilization.277

rn short, French canadian nationarism was actuarry justified
by circumstances.

Like skelton and sissons, Morley fett that English cana-

dians had contributed to and sustained the misunderstandings

between the two groups, critizing the Engrish canadian men-

tality for pracing French canadians on the defensive. He

described the fairings of the Engrish canadian character as

276 Dictionarv of Canadian Bioqraphy,
The Macmillan Company, 1945); L67.
9{r i t inq of Canadian Hi story , 1 I .

277,¡bid., 31.

vol. II, (ToronÈo:
See also Berger, The
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intorerance, an ingrained sense of superiority, and a rack
of sympathetic understanding for the plight of minorities
under gritish rule.

Deep-rooted ín the constitution of our Britishontarian there is more than a tittre of the dogmatha! the foreign is inferior and wrong, more tñana littre of the traditionat Britisrr piéjudice Èhat
contemplates another race and compleiioñ [sic] andmanner and hears the facile frow of a speechincomprehensibre to Anglo-saxon ears, with ã-mix-ture of pity and contempt, chiefly the 1atter.2zs

English canada courd assist the process of a harmonious rec-
onciliation between the two races by dispraying ress arro-
gance, ress emphasis on Anglo-saxon superiority, and greater
empathy in their conduct towardà the French canadian minori-
ty. Morley also urged Engrish canadians to remember the
British principle of torerant treatment of captive minori-
ties, and to exercise toreration of the different religious
and cultural outlook of the French Canadian group.2zs

while Morley and Moore attempted to tone down the racial-
ism of their English canadian counterparts, they did not
contribute to a redirected description of the French canadi-
an "race." Morley spoke highry of severar curtural traits
of French canada, not the least of which was Èhe more ideal-
istic and less materiaristic outlook of French canada. The

"wholesomeness and simpricity and idearism,, of French canada

"constitutes a refreshing contrast Èo the depressing monoto-

ny of our over-commerciarized exisÈence."2Bo euebec's piety,

278 rbid., 100.

27s rbid., 169-70.
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the "love of poetry and legendr" the racial and ringuistic
pride, imparted a European flavour to the province. The

rural habitant vras stirl very much rike his Norman ances-

tors.
Plain-Iivingr- .pious, deeply, almost religiously
attached to his native hearth and soil; ðontentwith the wholesome joys; Ioyal to the faith he
berieves !h. Èrue one, yet ñot unfriendly toward
his_neighbour who díffers from him and whoñ, for-getfyl of differences of race and creed, hereceives into his homef the real French-canadian
exhibits the sociability, courtesy, and hospitali-ty of his race. 2 8 I

Morley believed that an aggressive English canadian society
had much to derive from the tempering influence of their
calmer French Canadian neíghbours,

But Morrey also berieved that French canadians courd

more to deverop harmonious relations with Engrish canada

easing out of their insularity and becoming more willing
work toward wider national goals.

Precious though the French-Canadian heritage maybe, is there not such a thing as identifylng ittoo closely with race and exclusíveness? - Couldnot Quebec, lvhile stiII preserving her chosen formof Iife, identify herself more completely with theinterests and activities of the- Iargei Canada?
Would she not be the gainer by doing sotzaz

The rebuke was mild. Morrey asked his readers to concen-

Èrate less on the fairings of the French canadians, and more

on the arrogance in their onn temperament. However, the
raciarism common to English canadians stitl manifested

2 8o rbid.
281 rbid.
282 rbid.

114 .

11s.

1 68-69.

do

by

to
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itserf in Morrey. The main distinction offered by Bridqinq

the Chasm was, like Moore, the attempt to moderate the

raciarism of the Anglo-saxon temperament rather than a modi-

fication of the racial characterization of French canada.

rn effect, the war brought home to some Engrish canadians

the dangers inherent in an overzealous national spirit. In

their modified or softened outlook toward race rerations in
canada, they endeavoured to prevent a European crisis from

surging up in Canada, rather than aiming at a more equitable
racial picture of French Canada.

By 1917, English Canadians regarded French Canadians in

an almost obsessive manner, brought on by the sense of cri-
sis which developed in English Canada in those years. As

English canadians began to insist on the homogenization of
the nationar culture, attitudes toward the minority French

canadian province hardened, and the degree of tolerance or

accommodationism in English canadian thinking lessened. The

int.olerance v¡as re-examined f olrowing the conscr ipt ion

erection, as some Engrish canadians asked their compatriots

to soften their previous approach to English-French rela-
tions. Arso following the election, however, vras the berief
that Engrish-French relations in generar shourd take into
account the cultural distinctions between the two groups,

rather than being based on the possibility of integrating
the two groups into a common nationality.
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rn the biringual schools conÈroversy and the conscription
crisis, French canadians vrere portrayed in a way consistent
with the race thinking and hypotheses about race rerations
of the period. Most Engrish canadians surveyed did not
speak of guebec in terms of the sociar and economic reari-
ties of the province. Anaryses and conceptions of French

canadian attributes vrere generally based on a conception of
the French canadian "race" as rural, picturesque, pious and

simpre, yet boasting a native interrigence which had never

been brought forward under the institutions of the province.
virtually rûithout fair, the province of euebec s¡as described
as isolated from the Engrish-speaking world. This insulari-
ty created a number of probrems for English canadiansr pãF-

ticularry those who feared some of the attitudes and insti-
tutions they saw as governing the province. To others, this
insularity created a popuration whose greatest value l¡as

charm and a picÈuresque addition to the canadian curtural
landscape. For some, Èhis attribute provided an addition to
the nationar character as werr; for others, it meant the

charge and care of a people seen as unused to looking out
for themserves in matters of national importance. Regard-

less, French canadians vrere portrayed in ways not uncommon

to the more general attitudes towards race and culture dur-
ing this period, attitudes which obscured the reality, and

often rights, of French canadians during the crises of 1916

and 1917.
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common elements to the English canadian depiction of
French canadians may be discerned, notably the belief that
French canadians were a raciarly isorated remnant of French

society, protected in their language and traditional ways of
life by the Roman catholic church, and arlowed to survive in
an Engrish canadian society by the beneficience of British
rure. virtuarly rúithout exception, all English canadians
portrayed French canada in these terms, arthough they dif-
fered substantially in the ways in which they regarded their
"medievar" French neighbour. Even sympathetic English cana-
dians by 1917 wished to bring French canadians out of ways

which they saw as medieval, in order to incorporate them

more fully with English canadian society. To others, the
isoration of the province created a mentality which demanded

too many privileges, and a greater share in the national
government than their contributions to the canadian state
arrowed. still others perceived the provincer âs well as

rerigious and politicar elements in the provincer âs con-
ducting a deliberate and calculaÈed assault on English cana-
da. significantry, major post-war statements about French

canadians tended to identify their traits as distinctive and

even immutable.

During the crises of 1916 and 1917, the generar racial
images of French canada had changed very tittle from the
image of the French colony depicted in the 1gg0's. what had

altered by 1917 r or rather disappeared, nas the belief that
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French canada could be curturally united with Engrish canada
in a common canadian nationarity. By war's end, this berief
had alr but vanished in the midst of a growing Engrish cana_
dian nationalism. signs of this change had appeared in 1g16

during the biringuar schools controversyr when it was armost
unanimously agreed that the status of the French language
should be curtaired for practical purposes and for purposes
of nationar unity. The conscription controversy and the lrar
atmosphere of patriotism brought to a complete end the
beLief that French and English interests could be ,,fused,, or
united in a common canadian nationarity. By war,s end, Eng-
lish canadians had alr but ceased to speak of a common cana-
dian culture based on the union of the "thro founding racesr,,
emphasizing instead the separateness of each and the status
of French Canadians as the minority group.

rt has been said Èhat the aÈtitudes of a nation observing
anoÈher reflect not Èhe nation under observation, but the
values of the nation doing the observing.zls English Canadi-
ans in 1916 and 1917, responding to immigration and to the
nar effort, described French canadians in l¡ays which
refrected the Engrish canadian conceptions of national unity
and national consciousness. For instance, some perceived
English values as more modern and progressive than French
canadian values, and hoped the ratter wourd sÈabilize the

283 Wise, "The ÀnnexaÈion
an Opinion, 1837-67 r"the United SÈates as
Commentary," 121-22.

Movement and Its Effect on Canadi-95-97; poÈter, "Canadian Views ofa Reflex of Canadian Values: À
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formerr âs much as they hoped for Èhe relinquishing of
French canadian "isolation": By contrast, some Engrish can*

adians perceived the survival of the province as dependent

upon gritish institutions and upon English canadian good

wi11, and hinted darkly that French canadians should not try
to exercise any more povrers than they had earlier been per-
mitted under British rure. Any demand for ringuistic parity
or any nationarist sÈatement made by French canadians was

regarded as an affront to English canada, and as a charlenge
to.Engrish canadian stability that wourd not be torerated.
rn between etere individuals who regarded French Canadians as

inherentry peaceabre, but excitabre and easiry red, and

subsequently requiring firm direction to prevent the devel-
opment of anarchy within the province.

while Engrish canadians generally ent,ertained sirnilar
racial images of French canada, they perceived different
imprications in the concept of an insurar French canadian
race. rn part, these differences may be accountabre in the
different racialisÈ sÈrains of English Canadian nationalist
thought. rn particurar, the concept of "race fusion"
appears to have been most congenial to the accommodation of
French canada within a united canadian national character,
while others perceived the French canadian race as unassimi-
labre because of its non-English nature. Àt times, the
antipathy Èoward the French canadian race was mingled with a

distrust of Èhe Roman catholic religion which infused the
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province. This latter strain in English canadian nationar-
ist thinking produced some of the most vitriolic anti-French
rhetoric in Engrish canada, marked by an extremist faction
which perceived French canadians as agents of Rome in the
Roman catholic church's attempt to control canada.

Different resolutions to the problem of English-French
relations abounded in the canada of 1916 and 1917. The key
debate emerged beÈween those who perceived French canadians
as a minority people or cu.rture to be confined to a particu-
lar geographicar and poritical area, and those who gave rec-
ognition to a theoretical conception of the equality of the
two societies within the pority. These conceptions competed
in the Engrish canadian dialogue about the "problem of eue-
bec", and represent divergent views of Èhe racial character
of the nationarism of the Dominion in the war and postwar
period. They arso represent an inability in English canada
to perceive the French canadian race as other than insular
and isolated from the changes and the concerns which domi-
nated wartime canada. To an extent, this berief in the
racial isolationism of French canada prejudiced English can-
adians against a furl acceptance of French canadians as co-
equal partners during this stage of national development.
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